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Meeting the Challenge
Inst yeaq Martha Howell '74, president of the Alumni Associationfrom 2000 to 2002,
challenged alumni/ae andfríends of the Inw School to become active,
to become passionate and to become involved.
We would like to extend our sincere appreciation to the many who responded
and contributed their energy, time, talent and funds.
Thank you!
. To those alumni/ae who returned to the Law
School to speak to student organizations,
participate in the classroom, assist with
orientation, judge moot court presentations
and help the School's moot court and trial
advocacy teams.
. To the Class of 1916 for establishing the
David D. Gregory Library Acquisition Fund
with an initial contribution of nearly $50,000.
. To the three-dozen alumni/ae who served as
mentors to students last year.
. To all the alumni/ae who volunteered to make
contacts with prospective students, thereby
providing important assistance to the admis-
sions program.
. To those alumni/ae who helped students with
their employment searches.
. To everyone who has attended an alumni/ae or
School event.
We love to see and hear from you!
Thanks for Making an Important Contribution toYour Inw School!
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. To the directors of the Alumni Association for
your leadership and hard work.
. To the class agents for makingthe 2001-02
Annual Fund the 'obest ever" and for serving
your classmates.
. To the 919 alumni/ae and 151 friends who
contributed more than $225,000 to this year's
Annual Fund.
. To the directors of the Law School's new char-
itable foundation, who have made this
Foundation a reality and force for the
betterment of the Law School.
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ôl everal months ago, our Dean Emeritus,
\ uo Godtrey, stoiped by my office to\J give me a copy of an old book which he
said belonged in the "offrcial" Dean's Offrce
rather than his own. The hefty volume, entitled
History of the Maine State College and the
University of Maine, was written by Meritt
Caldwell Femald, LL.D., a professor emeritus
and past president of the University of Maine
and the Maine State College.
The old book contains a full chapter on the
history of the University of Maine College of
Law from its beginnings in 1898 until i916,
the year in which the book was published. As
usual, Ed was right...this should be required
reading for every dean. For those of us who
forget that there was a University of Maine
Law School before Ed Godfrey came to town,
the book is a vivid reminder that our "young"
law school has its roots in the l9th century.
(And, of course, in the 20th century through
our predecessor institution, Portland
University Law School.)
Dr. Fernald's chapter on the University of
Maine's "law depafiment" provides a wealth
of detail. It features lists of the faculty mem-
bers in various periods and the courses they
taught; the number of students in attendance in
each year from 1898-1916; the College's vari-
ous locations; and, from a speech given by the
dean in 1908, an accounting ofhow graduates
of the College of Law up to that year were
employed. The frst faculty consisted of l l
men, who taught such courses as
Constitutional Law, Roman Law, Insolvency
and Probate Practice, Evidence, Pleading
(Common Law and Equity) and Medico-Legal
Relations. Later on, new faculty and courses
were added-Real Property, Corporations,
Contracts, Agency, Insuranceo Wills, and
Federal Procedure. One faculty member taught
Mining Law, but imagine, no course in Torts!
The first year there were a total of 30 students,
all men;by academic year 1915-16, the enroll-
ment was 100.
It is especially interesting to read about
where the students came from and what the
graduates were doing. From the exceryts pro-
vided, it appears that the residenlnonresident
mix of the student body was not much differ-
ent than it is today. And, like the alums of
Maine L¿w and Portland University, a large
number of those who graduated from the
College of Law devoted their professional
lives to public service.
More of our Law School's rich and inter-
esting history appears in the feature article of
this issue of Maine Law.l think that you will
agree that the article is great fun to read. But,
it also serves to remind us of the important
institutions and people who have preceded us
-as 
students, as faculfy, as dean-and the
roles they played in building and strengthen-
ing our Law School. The graduates of our
predecessor institutions, some of whom are
referenced in the article, like the graduates of
"new" Maine Law, have made tremendous
contributions to Maine and to the nation in
the practice of law, in business and in public
and community service. Their record of
achievement is a part of our legacy as well.
In reading the article, I was also struck by
the ways in which the past continues to be an
integral part of our present. Graduates and
faculty of Portland University Law School
remain an important part of today's Law
School. Ken Curtis and Wakine Tianous, who
are quoted in the article, cunently serve as
honorary chairs in our nascent capital cam-
paign. The late Sumner Bernstein, a teacher
at Portland Universit¡ seryed also as an
adjunct professor at Maine Law. Graduates of
Portland University have served with distinc-
tion on the Board of the Law Alumni
Association. One past Board member, David
Silsby, contributed his artistic talents to create
watercolor portraits of the various buildings
that have housed the Law School since 1898.
These lovely works are on peünanent display
in the Law School lobby. We have repro-
duced two of them in this issue for your
enjoyment. And, as further evidence of our
ties to the past, this year's Bangor area alum-
ni./ae svent was held at the Isaac Farrar
Mansion, the building at the corner of Second
and Union Streets that housed the University
of Maine College of Law from I 91 1- 1 920. A
beautiful setting, indeed, for the study of law
My best wishes to each of you for a
peaceful and productive suntmer. If any of
you "from away" are traveling to Maine this
summer, I hope that you will stop by the
"new" Law School building to say hello.
-Colleen A. KhouryDean
ll-
Mainets Law
Schools 18e8 -1s66
That dream of a new and
better law school in Maine was
realized-but it took 4l years.
Shortly after thís article was researched and
written, Sumner Bernstein died following a
long illness. He was an important source of
information for thís feature arrícle, and despite
hís illness, he tvas pleased îo share his experi-
ences and recollections with writer Patricía
McCarthy. His obituarlt, also written by
McCarthy, appears following this article.
McCarthy, who lives in Cape Elizabeth,
Maine, researched and wrote thís history of
the University of Maíne School of Law.
sk University of Maine School of
Law alumni/ae how the School
and you will likely hear one
name again and again: Edward S.
Godfrey.
Although Dean Emeritus Godfrey is
largely responsible for getting the School up
and running again40 years ago and shaping
what it is today, the School of Law's origins
actually date to many decades before Dean
Godfrey's arrival 
- 
to before he was even
born, in fact.
In 1897, to better reflect what it was
becoming, the Maine State College of
Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts was
renamed the University of Maine. V/ith that
came much debate to define the scope of
the school's offerings. Among other conclu-
sions, legislators and trustees decided to
create a law school, and prominent Maine
lawyers formed an advisory board.
"Convinced after investigation that the
expense of such a department would be
small at the beginning, and if successful, it
might eventually be self-sustaining, they
(University trustees) decided to establish
such a department," reported Henry Lord,
then president of the University of Maine's
board of trustees.
President William McKinley was in
offrce and the Spanish-American War was
drawing to a close when the University of
Maine opened its College of Law on
October 5, 1898. In 1900, the College of
Law became a Charler Member of the
American Association of Law Schools.
George E. Gardner, a University of Illinois
law professor, was named Dean of the
College of Law. Classes were held for 26
men on the third floor of a building at State
and Exchange streets in downtown Bangor.
Gardner moved on four years later, and
University of Maine Professor V/illiam E.
Walz took over as Dean.
Enrollment grew steadily, and the school
expanded to a new Exchange Block loca-
tion in Bangor in 1908, the same year a few
enterprising students began the Maine Law
Review. ("Are Our Laws Responsible for
the Increase of Violent Crime?" and
"Liability of the Employer" 
- 
two topics
addressed in that first issue 
- 
are still rele-
vant today.)
Although the law school was progress-
ing well, Walz stepped into his new role as
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Portland Law School's Class of 1955 Graduation Photo 
- 
Faculty are seatecl ancl the 1 I gracluates are srancling in this photograph. Arnong the seated
Percy Clctrke.
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its dean during a troubled time for the
University as a whole. At the main campus
in Orono, officials had struggled for years
with how to handle the hazing of under-
classmen and acute "problems of social
conduct," according to The First Century,
a History of the University of Maine,
1865-1965 by David C. Smith.
Unchaperoned evening walks and male vis-
its to female dormitories were among many
activities banned to stem a perceived weak-
ening of morals. A cheating scandal wors-
ened a growing "spirit of lawlessness" in
Orono.
After a two-week strike in 1909 by
students demanding the right to haze
freshman, a new University president was
brought in: Robert Aley, who would
repeatedly clash with Walz in the years to
come.
The College of Law suffered a blow in
April, 1911, when fire swept through
much of Bangor and destroyed its home.
Only five scorched books were rescued
from its law library.
The law school was not homeless for
long. New quafters were found 
- 
at what
trustees considered a bargain price of
$37,500 
- 
at the spacious Merrill Estate at
Union and Second strcets in Bangor.
More good fortune followed when a
generous gift from a Maine judge erased
that debt, but tensions were growing
between Walz, who wanted more control
of "his" law school, and Aley, who was
reluctant to relinquish it.
To compensate for declines in law
school enrollment by 1915, Aley raised
fees and tuition. He also replaced profes-
sors and wrestled with Vy'alz on a variety of
issues time and again. He asked Walz to
resign, but Walz would not budge.
The onset of World War I marked the
beginning of the demise of Maine's first
law school.
As men joined the armed forces, law
school enrollments nationwide plummeted,
and the University of Maine College of
Law was no exception. To make matters
more diffìcult, the American Bar
Association amended its admissions rules
to require three years of undergraduate
work instead of two.
Financial problems ensued.
Walz, meanwhile, was "wont to com-
pare famous leaders and their legal acu-
men," according to Smith's book, and at
one point criticized Abraham Lincoln's
legal abilities while praising German
Chancellor Otto von Bismarck's. This led
to accusations that Walz 
- 
proud of his
German heritage 
- 
had German sympathies
at a time when America was at war with
Germany.
Early in his career at Maine Law, Dean
Godfrey had a chance to talk with students
who had been in Bangor durìng that period.
"Some accused Walz of even telling stu-
dents not to eruoll in the Army. One of the
students I spoke with said those accounts
were false," Dean Godfrey says. "I was left
with the impression that there was nothing
to it."
Walz, who had been a distinguished
lawyer, had his suppofiers. The Bangor
DaiLy News printed letters from former stu-
factory condition than before," said the
last Law Review editorial in 1920.
That dream of a new and better law
school in Maine ruas rcalized 
- 
but it took
41 years. Many events in the interim came
together to make that happen, including
the closing of a two-year medical program
at Bowdoin College, also in 1920.
A group upset by the medical school's
closing went to the State Legislature and
got a charter for a university in Portland,
thinking it would be used to start another
medical school. "That was a hilarious idea
at that time because that's one of the most
dents affirming his patriotism. But that did
not sway the University, which, in 1918,
responded by telling Walz to resign or be
fired. (Walz later collected $2,000 from the
State. Dean Godfrey speculates it was com-
pensation for being unfairly dismissed.)
Also in 1918, the law school was
moved from Bangor to the main campus,
apparently because of wartime conditions.
Two years later, the Maine Law Review
reported plans to return the school to
Bangor. But the trustees voted instead to
shut down the school after Boston
University offered to accept Maine stu-
dents' credits at its law school.
And with that, the College of Law
closed.
"It is understood that this action is a
temporary measure, and the earnest hope
has been expressed on all sides that the
temporary financial stringency of the
University which has been supposed to be
the proximate cause of this suspension
will be shortly relieved, and that the
school may be reinstated in a more satis-
expensive colleges to start," Godfrey says,
"so the charlerjust lay there through the
1920s, '30s and well into the '40s."
In the meantime, the University of
Maine College of Law's last acting Dean,
Clarence Peabody, had moved to Portland
and started a Bar Review course that led
to the creation ofprivate Peabody Law
School in 1927 . The State Legislature
gave Peabody's graduates the privilege of
taking the Maine Bar Exam and being
admitted to the Bar, even though the
school was not approved by the American
Bar Association.
Peabody's school lasted until 1941,
when the U.S. entered another world war
and law school enrollments again fell dra-
matically.
As World War II ended and students
came home, lawyers and businessmen
began clamoring for a new law school and
business school in Portland. The long-dor-
mant charter intended for a Portland med-
ical school was resunected.
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constant yearning for higher education
here?" marvels Dean Godfrey, noting that
Portland Junior College had also sprung
up 1933. "I just consider that a very mov-
ing thing."
Local lawyers succeeded in getting
Portland University established (a business
and secretarial school by the same name
operated fton l92l-25), and its first law
class 
- 
33 men 
- 
graduated in 1950.
The Legislature allowed the school to
issue law degrees, and Portland University
students could take the Maine Bar Exam,
but the school was never ABA-accredited.
Dean Godfrey speculates that school offi-
cials were content enough with their stu-
dents being able to take the Bar Exam that
no concetted effort was made toward
accreditation.
Sumner T. Bernstein was recruited
fresh out of Harvard Law School to teach
law courses part-time at Portland
University.
"My expertise was zilch, but things
were fresh in my mind," said Bernstein,
who was most recently of counsel to
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson. "It was
a good way to keep myself occupied."
Bernstein worked full-time at his
father's and uncle's law firm and thorough-
ly enjoying teaching on the side. So much
so that he kept at it for 13 years until he
and his fellow Portland University instruc-
tors were let go when the University of
Maine absorbed the school in 1961'
Was that disappointing?
"Not in the least," recalled Bernstein.
"Dropping us seemed like the right thing
to do. They were trying to build an accred-
ited law school."
Portland University's lack of accredita-
tion had little bearing on Bernstein at the
time. "They needed people to teach, sim-
ple as that. I enjoyed doing it, it wasn't
stressful, and when they didn't need us
anymore, that was fine."
Former State Senator Wakine G.
Tanous '55 and former Governor
Kenneth M. Curtis '58 were two of many
students who benefited from Bernstein's
and others' instruction at Portland
University.
Tanous, now head of Tanous & Snow, a
general law practice in East Millinocket,
entered Portland University after complet-
ing just three years of undergraduate work
at Boston College. At that time, in fact,
World War II and Korean War veterans
were not required to have any undergradu-
ate experience, and sevetal members of
Tanous's class went straight from high
school to the military to law school.
Tanous says he chose Porfland
University for financial reasons and
because he had heard good reports about
the quality of its instructors.
"We had teachers from Harvard Law
School who were top rate. I thought the
classes were excellent," says Tanous. 'At
Boston College, with 200 or 300 students
in a class, you rarely got an oppofiunity to
express an opinion. But we had just l2 in
our class, and you really had the personal
attention and input. It was much more of a
family-type atmosphere, where the teachers
took an interest in You."
During his first year, classes were held
at the YMCA on Forest Avenue, and that
was very convenient for Tanous, given that
he was also living at the Y.
"It was pretty nice," recalls Tänous, who
worked his way through school unloading
railroad cars at the A&P warehouse after-
noons and waiting tables and bartending
nights and weekends at the Lafayette Hotel
in Portland. "I'd use the gym and the pool
and ro11 out of bed and go to class'"
Just for the experience, Tanous quietly
registered to take the Bar Exam during the
winter of his third year. No one was more
surprised than he when he got the results a
day later (a tad different from the many
weeks candidates wait these days); he had
passed.
"My mother had prayed all day for two
days and said she knew I was going to pass.
I wasn't so sure," says Tanous. "It was
funny after I did because the professors said
they'd no longer ask me questions - they
only wanted my opinions!"
Tanous felt fondly enough about his law
school experiences that years later, when
offered a University of Maine diploma in
exchange for $35 and his Porlland
University diploma, he declined. "I didn't
want to do it because I wanted to keep the
one I had earned!" he says.
Curtis, who served as Maine's govelnor
from 1967 to I975, recalls getting "a good,
basic education" from the school despite its
limited resources.
In his class of 14, 10 attended on the GI
Bill, including Curtis, who had served in
the Navy and was in the Merchant Marine
at the time he decided to pursue a legal
career. He came home from sea, applied to
Porlland University and stafied six weeks
into the semester, attending classes - by
then the school was on Park Street near
Deering Oaks 
- 
while holding down a full-
time clerk's job at a Portland law firm.
The lack of accreditation was not a fac-
tor, Curlis said, until he gained confidence
after his fust year and was accepted at the
more prestigious University of Miami Law
School.
"I really never paid that much attention
to [the lack of accreditation], but then I was
told I'd be considered a freshman if I trans-
fened. And I wasn't willing to do that. It
was a good lesson," he says. That news was
tough to swallow initially, but in the end,
Curtis says he benefited from being taught
by experienced attorneys who "brought a
practical side to the course study."
Having no law library on campus was
inconvenient, but resources were made
available at the Cleaves Law Library in the
Cumberland County Courthouse in
Portland.
Cut'tis notes that going to Portland
University for a law degree suited his situa-
tion at the time. He was married, had a
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Graduates as
Governors
The University of Maine School of Law-
including its predecessor. Portland University-has
produced four Maine govemors who served in succes-
sion:
Kenneth M. Curtis t58, who served as
govemorfrom 1967-75
The late James B. LongleY '57, from
t9'75-t9"19
Joseph E. Brennan 'ó3, f¡om 19'79-1987
John R. McKernan Jr.'14,from
1987-1995
new claughter and was living and working
in Portland, so it macle sense to use his GI
Bill benefits there.
During Curtis's law scl"rool yeals, tl.re
University of Mair.re acquirecl Portland
Junior College, with the hope and expecta-
tion that its two-year degree students
would continue tl'reit educatiot.ts at Orol.to.
h.rcluded in tliat 1959 merger was Portland
Juniol College's olcl Deering Falrn land,
which becarne the site of the University of
Sonthern Maine's Payson Smith Hall and a
Fahnouth Street horne occupied by
Godfi'ey during his 11-year tenure as
Dean.
As that deal closed, the University was
also looking to revive its law school.
"They wanted to get the school started
in Portland and saw Portland University as
a possibly ernerging competitol and didn't
want that, I suspect," Dean Godfi'ey says.
In November 1960, University of
Maine trustees voted to support a merger
with Portlancl Univelsity.
It was not an easy sell to the Maine
Legislature, though. Many believed State
education dollars would be better spent
elsewhere. Those in favor argued that
Maine needed more lawyers and that it
should provide for students who could not
afford ol did not want to go to 1aw school
out of state.
After exhausti-¿e debate, state legisla-
tors, in the summel of I 961 , authorized the
University of Maine to re-establish its law
school in Portlancl.
The next big step was to fìnd a dean
willing to take on the formidable chal-
lenges that lay ahead. The task was, by any
measure, daunting. This person would
need to find able professors, boost declin-
ing enrollment, and fiom the get-go, make
American Bar Association accreditation
the top priority. That also entailed creating
a fully stocked law liblary.
Was Godfrev nervous or
intimidated bv what
he was.t''acíng?
"lVot reallry. I was really kind of
dLtmb," sar-s Dean GodJrey now,
luughing heaftill¡. "Going in, I
didn't count tlrc risks."
Instead, he took (tction.
So why was Godfley, a law plof'essor in
his hometown at the University of Albany,
chosen?
For one thing, he carne highly reconì-
mended to University of Maine officials
because ofwork he liad done on adapting
the Unifomr Commercial Code for the state
of New York. And he was enthusiastic
about giving it a shot.
"I guess you coulcl say it was a form of
midlife crisis," says Dean Godfiey, who
was 48 at the time. "It was an adventnre."
Godfrey had only visited Maine briefly
before coming here for Thanksgiving
weekend in 1 961 to talk over the job with
then-University President Lloyd H.
Elliott. But he had always had a friendly
feeling about the state, thanks to a "fervent
product of Maine" 
- 
his fourth-grade
teachel in Albany. (Edith B. Jordan, coinci-
dentally, returnecl to Maine, to a South
Paris nulsing home, ancl the two visited
and lemainecl fi'iends until her cleath at 103
in the 1970s.)
Elliott infbrrned Godfì'ey that the job
was all but offìcially his in December.
Was Godfrey nervous or intimidated by
what he was facing?
"Not really. I was really kind of dumb,"
says Dean Godfrey now, laughing heartily.
"Going in, I didn't count the risks."
Instead. he took action.
As the dean designate, Godf}ey quickly
was abie to convince thlee men-who were
"pretty much ir.r the same mood I was in"-
to leave their securejobs, too, andjoin him
as University of Maine School of Law pro-
fessors.
By the time Godfrey was officially
named Dean in January of 1962, he had
three full-time faculty members: Harry P.
Glassman, who later became a justice of
the Maine Supreme Judicial Court;
Cornelius R Murphy Jr. and G. Graham
Waite.
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Important Dates in
Maine Law History
1898:
University of Maine School of Law
opens in Bangor
1900:
School of Law becomes Charter
Member of American Associatron of
Law Schools
1908:
Maine I¡tw Revietv begins
1911:
Fire destroys Law School quafters and
its library. which is insured and rebuilt
1920:
Univelsity oi Maine's first law schooì
closes
1949:
Unaccredited Portland University Law
School begins
1961:
Maine Legislature approves a merger
with Portland University. giving
University of Maine the OK to re-
establish its law school in Portland
1962:
Edward S. Godfrey begins his tenur€ as
Dean
1964:
University of M¿rine School of Law
earns provisional American Bar
Association approval
1966:
Maine School of Law fully accredited
bv the ABA
V/aite liked the idea of starting the
School "from the ground up." Plus, he had
taught three years at the University of
Buffalo, and he was itching to leave that
city's "God-awful weather."
"It was exciting to think about," says
Vy'aite, who stayed at Maine Law for three
years. "I thought that as a state-run enter-
prise it would not fold, and I liked going to
a place where the State would be helping
students better themselves."
teacher for over 30 years.
Dean Godfrey also managed to lure Dr.
Arthur C. Pulling, a legendarily effective
acquisitions librarian, out of retirBment.
Donald L. Garbrecht, for whom the law
library is named, was named as Pulling's
assistant librarian, bringing the faculty
count to five.
At its first meeting in May of 1962,the
new faculty defined the cuniculum, decid-
ed who would teach what, started a Moot
Court program rìght
away and revived the
Maíne l¡tw Review.
In an effofi to recon-
nect to the original
law school in Bangor
- 
even though
Portland University
had published its
own law review spo-
radically 
- 
the 1963
issue of the Maíne
l¡nv Review picked
up where the
University of Maine
had left offin 1920.
The first volume of
the new La'vv Review
was called Vol.14.
"The law review
is a normal institu-
tion of any good law
school, and we were
eager to be a good
law school," Godfrey
explains. "The stu-
dents wanted it."
The University of
Maine expected
Godfrey to re-estab-
lish ties to Bangor alumni as well as those
from Pofiland University and to "bring
them into the fold,l'he says.
"I also thought it was important to hook
into the machinery at Orono, so I'd go to
meetings with the dean and faculty there.
And we went out on the road and visited
colleges to let them know we were in busi-
ness." Wisely, he also asked the Maine
State Bar Association to help talk up the
School.
Classes had begun in humble quarters
at 68 High Street in Portland. The building
had housed a children's hospital, and then
the Salvation Army before Portland
University made it its last home. The
building was badly in need of repairs and
updating.
"When I first came in 1962, there were
signs in the building for the morgue,"
recalls Godfrey, with a chuckle. "We had a
bit of tidying up to do."
No matter. Academically, the School
was surpassing expectations. Each of the
nine members of the graduating class of
1963 
- 
including future Maine Governor
Joseph E. Brennan 
- 
passed the Maine
Bar Exam on the first attempt.
"There's no question that the quality of
Iegal education was enhanced many-fold
by the University of Maine taking over,"
says Brennan, who was Maine's governor
lrom 1979-87. "Not that they didn't do
well before (as Portland University), when
there was a big element of practical expe-
rience, but there was a tremendous
improvement."
Brennan worked in Pulling's library for
$1 an hour and watched it become "mote
than a first-rate law library."
'And I built up my arms lifting the
books for it!" says Brennan, who, like
Tänous and Curtis, attended law school on
the GI Bill.
Brennan says he felt fortunate to be
going to law school at all and was well
aware of the fact that Maine Law was
"lucky to get a man of Godfrey's caliber
and top-rate professors" during his educa-
tion. "I could tell that Dean Godfiey was
thorough, careful, cautious and that he real-
ly wanted the Law School to excel. And I
believe it has," he adds.
Enrollment grew as marketing efforts
continued, and word got out about the
"new" law school in Porlland. And unusu-
ally quickly 
- 
in just four years 
- 
the new
University of Maine School of Law in
Portland became ABA-accredited.
As is typical, Godfrey spreads around
the credit for that.
"Everything was done with others. I
had the full backing of the president and
vice president for academic affairs, the
controller, the treasurer and many others,"
he says. "I was working with reasonable
people making reasonable decisions, and
lawyers and judges wele very supporlive
of what we were trying to do and made
things easy."
That is all true, but Godfrey was the
driving force, according to Daniel E.
Wathen, a 1965 alumnus who went on to
become Chief Justice of the Maine
Supreme Judicial Court.
"I think there was a team effort, but it
never would have happened without Ed,"
recalls Wathen, who despite his own stature
says he will forever consider Godfrey "The
Dean" and himself "The Student."
"He's the kind of person who leads qui-
co
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Cumberlcutcl Legal Aid Clinic, tvitlt lhe Latv School building in the backgroLutcl.
Waite hit it off with Godfrey and sensed
"he had a personality that could get an
institution up and running."
"Ed was energetic, humorous 
- 
but
never in a silly way. You know how you
meet some people who just exude nervous
energy? Tälking with him, it was evident
that he was a very insightful, intelligent
man."
V/hile on leave from Maine Law, work-
ing as a research associate at Wisconsin
Law School, Waite met his wife-to-be, then
accepted ajob as a professor at Catholic
University Law School in Vy'ashington,
D.C., where he stayed until retirement.
"My leaving Maine had nothing to do
with the job, and I would have returned had
it been feasible," Waite says. "I can say that
those three years were the best professional
expedence I've had, and I was a
6
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etly and collaboratively so that when the
rccomplishrnent is there. arrd you look
back, you won't see hirn standing out. He'd
say, 'there were a whole lot of people and I
just nudged it along.'But the other people
wouldr.r't have been as ploductive if not for
his nudging," recalls'Wathen.
Godfi'ey had the final word on anything
published in the Maine knv Revievv dut-ittg
rWathen's two years as editor-in-chief.
Vy'athen recalls many a long, "absolutely
grueling" weekend spent discussing and
lewliting the "final" drafts of articles along-
side Godfrey.
"With Godfrey, you'rc never done. It
was 'there's no good writing, there's only
rewriting!'His work with me on that was
just one illustlation of how he went about
everything. He worked like a son of a gun."
Sumner Bernstein rernembers being
irnpressed by the speed with which things
were accomplished under Godfi'ey's lead-
ership.
"Godfiey was pleasant and constructive,
but he was tough," says Bernstein, who
later team-taught Trusts and Estates with
Godfrey and, like Wathen, considers him a
great frier.rd.
"I remember that 'Boom,'he'd built the
Law School fiom scratch, and 'Boom,'he'd
gotten it accredited in as short a time as any
law school in the country. Godfìey was a
guy who got things done. He wanted to
build a law school and he did a darnn good
job."
fi umnerT. Bernstein. prominent
\ por,,ono artorney. communrty reaoer
J anO f'ormer Nlaine Law adjunct pro-
fèssor. died on June 24 of cancer in
Portland. He was 78.
Numerous Maine Law alumni./ae had
close connections to Bernstein, including
partners and associates at the Poftland law
fìrm of Bernstein, Shu, Sawyer & Nelson.
The firm. where Bernstein worked for 53
yeal's, was founded by his father and
uncle. His wife, Rosalyne (1986) and son,
Andrew (1980) are Maine Law graduates.
In 1949, fresh out of Harvard Law
School, Bemstein went to work fbr his
father's firm. For 13 years he taught part-
time at Por-tland University which was
merged into the University of Maine
School of Law in 1961. Bernstein also
taught at Maine Law from 1993 to 1998,
and was a member of the School's Boald
of Visitors until his death.
"He was a good friend, and I certainly
enjoyed his company," said Dean
Emeritus Edward S. Godfrey, who knew
Bernstein tbr 40 years. "I'll miss him very
rnuch. He was a strong f'orce for good in
this community. no doubt about that."
Godfiey and Bemstein team-taught a
Trust and Estates course fbr tluee semes-
ters, "That was quite enjoyable and rather
unusual," said Godfrey. He noted that
Bernstein respected students' opinions,
was a challenging teacher and appreciated
lively discussions. "We didn't always
agree, and students seemed to enjoy that."
Bernstein also taught estate planning
to seniors at the University of Southern
Maine's Senior College and was involved
with Maine Law's Cumberland Legal Aid
Clinic. He was widely known for his legal
acumen and community involvement.
Sumner Bernstein 1924-2002
Bernstein also was highly respected in
the Jewish community. In 2001. he and
Rosalyne were honored by the Jewish
Community Alliance for their lifetime of
service to the Portland Jewish community
Bemstein's professional involvements
included being a member of the Board of
Governors of the Maine State Bar
Association and serving as its president
from 1968-1970. He served as a founding
fellow director (198,5-94) and president
( 1993) of the Maine Bar Foundation,
chaired the Non-Adversarial Forum
Committee of the Maine Supreme
Judicial Court (1992-96). Bernstein was a
fellow of the American Bar Foundation
and American College of Trust and Estate
Counsel.
In 1968, the Bernstein family and
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson estab-
lished the Israel Bernstein Mernorial
Scholarship in memory of Sumner's
father. According to Law School Dean
Coltreen A. Khoury, the School will ask
the University Board of Trustees to
change the name of the Bemstein
Scholarship Fund to include both Sumner
and Israel Bemstein's names. With a gen-
erous gifts from the Bernstein Shur law
fìrm and other füends of Bernstein, the
lind will be expanded to provide addi-
tional aid to students.
"Sumner Bernstein was an integral
part of the Maine Law School family fbr
more than four decades." said Dean
Khoury. "He honored us with his involve-
ment and guidance-as an adjunct profes-
sol'. as a member of the Law School's
Board of Visitors and as a regular partici-
pant in Law School activities and lectures.
The expansion of the Bernstein
Scholarship Fund is a fitting tribute to this
brilliant and compassionate member of
the legal community."
The law firm of Bernstein. Shur
Sawyer & Nelson has made a geuer-
ous commitment to substantially
increase the endowment of the
Bernstein Scholarship F'und. Other
law firms and friends of Sumner
Bernstein who also wish to honor him
can do so with a gift to this fund.
Please send gifts or write to:
Bernstein Scholarship Fund
University of Maine School of Law
246 Deering Ave
Poltland, M8 04260
(207) 780-4342
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Commencement 2002
Professor Laura S. Underkffie of Duke University School of Law delivered the 2002 commencement address
ft ixty-seven Law School students
\ received their J.D. clegree in gradua-
LJ tion ceremonies held at Menill
Auditorium in Portland on May 25. Over
800 friends and family joined in the cele-
bration.
The graduating students invited Duke
University School of Law Professor Laura
S. Underkuffle to deliver a graduation
speech. Professor Underkuffle was the
Visiting Godfrey Distinguished Professor in
the fall of 1999, when she taught Properly
to most of the graduates. She urged the
graduating class to develop'the ability to
imagine the inner reality of others."
Professor Underkuffle's family is from
Maine. Her mother grew up in Auburn and
her brother is a lawyer in the Farmington
area. She graduated fromYale Law School
and served as special counsel to the U.S.
Senate in 1991 and 1992. She was a fellow
at the Woodrow Wilson Intemational
Center for Scholars in 1993.
In her remarks, Professor Underkuffle
challenged the graduates to "imagine the
inner lives of the poor, the 'different', even
those who are, in some way, the architects
of their own misfortune...." She noted a
number of examples of how doing so has
enabled great advances in the law and in
our society.
Also speaking were Scott Gould, a
member of the faculty, and Benjamin P.
Campo, Jr., a graduating student. John H.
Montgomery, III, a partner in the Porlland
law firm of Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer &
Nelson, was honored as the recipient of the
"We shared our own personal
milestones. As classmates we
shared the splendor of
weddings, the joy of childbirth
and the grief of death.
The Class of 2002 is one of
outstanding law students as
well as outstanding people..."
-Benjmnin P. Campo, Jr '02
L. Kinvin Wroth Distinguished Alumnus/a
Award. He was recognized both for his dis-
tinguished legal career and for his achieve-
ments in photography. (See Focus on
Alums, page 20).In accepting this honor,
Montgomery urged the graduates to pursue
their artistic interests and keep perspective
in their professional lives.
Professor Gould focused on the remarks
ofhis Law School graduation speake¡
Blaine Anderson, a country lawyer from
Idaho and later a federaljudge, who said,
"Do yourjob well everyday and good
things will happen to you." Professor Gould
noted that pat of doing one's job well
includes accepting pro bono clients and
giving them the same attention as full-pay-
ing clients.
Ben Campo noted that the class of 2OO2
is a "palindrome class" (the number "2002"
reads the same forward as backward) and
that the next palindrome class is 110 years
away. He highlighted many of the attributes
ofthe class, and concluded, "V/e are wor-
thy of being the last palindrome class in our
lifetime."
A number of awards and honors were
announced during the ceremonies. Ryan
Stinneford '88, president of the Alumni
Association, presented the Alumni
Association Award to outstanding members
of the graduating class, Martha A. Hornick
and Andre J. Hungerford. Each will receive
a Law School chair donated by the Alumni
Association.
I
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Alunuú Association Prcsident Ryan S. Stinneþtd '88 with Martha 'Marcie' Hornick and Andrc J. 'A.J.
Hungeford, both of whom rcceivetl the 2002 Lrtvv Aluttttti Associcttion Atvartl at Conunencement
Bill Norbert '95, Majority Whip of the Maine State LegislatLtre, with his.fiancé Jennifer Farrell '02 and
G orlfrcy P rrfe s so r Do n a I tl Zil ltnrut
Pat ric i a Wi e d l e t' cutd Ct nt hict Va nne c ky
"When we feel overcome with
both the heady power and awe-
some responsibilities of law and
our role as lawyers, when we
feel that the importance of our
decisions is almost more than
we can beaf we must remember
the natural world-the very
small place-that we occupy in
ít....There is more to life than
life, and more to the natural
world than our small place in
ít. Remembering this will give
us both afeeling of necessaty
humility and a sense of peace."
-Professor Lattra S. Underktffie
Ptofessors Nancy
Wuulercr '90 (left) and
C lt r i s t i n e G a I b rct i t lt
(right) with
Conunencentent speak-
er Professor LaLu'ct S.
Underktffie of Duke
Universitl, School of
Law.
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Justin Winfield Andrus
Sarah Elizabeth Ashby
Elizabeth Limbert Bancroft
David Joseph Betancourt
Karla J. Black
Gerald Alfred Botta Jr.
WendyAdele Brown
Benjamin Paul Campo, Jr.
Luis Dennis Carrillo
Sarah Ann Churchill
Sarah Clough Mitchell
Paulina McCaÍer Collins
Brian Aldo Consigli
Paul Clifford Crowley
Jeffrey Scott Dolley
Gregory Joseph Domareki Jr.
Alan Bryce Douglass
Sara Edith Ethel Edmonds
Jennifer Mary Farrell
Peter John Featherstone
Thomas F. Feller
Mitchell W. Feeney
Kevin Meade Fitzgerald
Andrew David Flanders
Theresa Roxanne Ford
Rosemary D. Fowles
Craig E. Francis
Shaun Michael Gehan
Sandra L. Guay
Megan A. Hart
Nora R. Healy
MaÍhaAnn Homick
Andre James Hungerford
Caitlin Jarvis
Chava Rebecca Kallberg
Kathryn M. Kendall
Robert Stanley Kennedy-Jensen
Sean William Kerwin
Timothy John Kimpton
Andrew John Kull
Tracy Jean Leadbetter
Jacqueline Jayne Lewy
Shawn Christopher Libby
Mary Katherine Lynch
Daniel Wallace Marra
Nathan John Mafiell
Charles Elliott Mitchell
M. Jane Moriarty
Daniel J. Murphy
Stephen Daniel Nelson
John M. Ney, Jr.
Amanda Gast O'Neil
Michele D. Ouellette
Patrick Arthur Parson
Jeffrey Bruce Parsons
Clinton Lewie Phipps
Mikell Nicole Reed
William Howard Richards IV
Mark Joseph Russo
Michelle Rae Santiago
Theodore Alden Sma1l
Kathleen Alicia Stevens
Vanessa Maria Tondini
Kelly Lynn Turner
Cynthia Elaine Varmecþ
Patricia El1in Weidler
Rick Gordon Winling
Short HillslBemardsville, NJ
Kennebunkport, ME
Rutland, VT
Portland, ME
Bucksport, ME
Vanceboro, ME
Ellsworth, ME
Rumson, NJ
West Palm Beach, FL
Wiscasset, ME
Lexington, MA
Cushing, ME
Upton, MA
Bridgewater, MA
Bates College
Wellesley College
Colby College
Comell University
University of Maine, Orono
Rhodes College
Colby College
Hobart College
University of Florida
Mount Holyoke College
Boston University
University of New HamPshire
Williams College
Stonehill College
Wesleyan University
University of Southern Maine
Colby College
University of Maine, Orono
Baylor University
Old Dominion University
University of Southem Maine
Brigham Young University
Colgate University
Miami University of Ohio
Bowdoin College
Thomas Edison State College
Emmanuel College
Norwich University
University of Southem Maine
University of Colorado, Bouider
Georgetown University
University of Southem Maine
Middlebury College
Oberlin College
University of New Hampshire
University of St. Andrews (Scotland)
Skidmore College
Northwestern University
Pacific Lutheran UniversitY
University of Southern Maine
Middlebury College
Columbus State University
Brown Universify
University of Maine, Orono
Bates College
University of Maine, Farmington
Middlebury College
Colby College
Saint Joseph's College
Tufts University
Saint Michael's College
Saint Michael's Coilege
University of Southem Maine
Assumption College
Boston University
University of Notre Dame
Emerson College
Gonzaga University
Bates College
University of Maine, Machias
Saint Joseph's College
Saint Michael's College
Vy'ebster University
University of Cincinnati
University of Maine, Orono
University of Maine
University of Florida
University of Maine
University of Maine
Northern Arizona UniversitY
University of New England
Weber State University
University of Utah
University of MarYland
Comell University
University of Maine, Orono
University of New HamPshire
Saco, ME
Winthrop, ME
Freeport, ME
South Portland, ME
Spiritual home: Scotland
Farmington, ME
South Berwick, ME
Freeport, ME
Aubum, ME
Pordand, ME
Waldoboro, ME
Portland, ME
'Waterville, ME
Bar Harbor, ME
Bridgton, ME
Damariscotta, ME
Waterville, ME
Baileyville, ME
Vassalboro, ME
Cumberland, ME
Lewiston, ME
Houlton, ME
Portland, ME
Portland, ME
Skowhegan, ME
Phippsburg, ME
Dallas, Texas
Virginia Beach, VA
Red Bank, NJ
Tacoma, WA
Sunapee, NH
Cleveland, OH
Freepot, ME,
Arlington, VA
Washington, ME
Pleasant Point, ME
Syracuse, NY
Baker Cit¡ oR
Fort Kent, ME
Arlee, MT
South Portland, ME
Machias, ME
Bath, ME
Cumberland, ME
Kennebunkport, ME
Madison, ME
Naples, ME
Orono, ME
Trenton, NJ
New Gloucester, ME
Scæborough, ME
Portland, ME
Manchester, NH
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.
M.A.L.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
A.B.
B.A.
B.A.
M.A.
B.A.
B.A,
M.P.P
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
M.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.N.
B.A.
B.A.
B.B.A.
A.B.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S., B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
A.B.
M.U.A.
B.A,
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
M.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
M.A.
B.A.
M.A.
B.S.
B.S.
B.S.
B.S.
M.S.
B.S.
M.Ed.
B.A.
1997
1997
1994
1998
1996
t999
1997
1990
1991
1999
t999
1988
1995
1983
1998
t995
1999
1980
t999
r999
1998
1998
1998
t997
1997
199'1
1973
r99l
t999
I 988
t999
1996
t993
1998
1990
t999
t99',7
t982
t997
1995
t991
1995
1992
1994
t996
1997
1983
1999
r996
1979
1993
1999
1991
t994
r996
t998
r996
t992
1999
t999
1993
t996
1973
t999
1989
t992
1993
1997
1994
1999
1984
1985
t99t
l9'76
1991
r996
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Prizes Awarded at Graduation
Faculty S cholastic Achiev ement Award-
This award is given to the member of the
senior class who achieves, over three years
of law study, the highest academic avercge.
Theodore Small-Mr. Small has
accepted a position with Bernstein, Shur,
Sawyer & Nelson in Portland.
Cumberland Bar Association Award-
This annual award is presented to the grad-
uating senior who, in the determination of
the faculty, has made the greatest contribu-
tion to the development of the School
through scholarship, work in fhe Maine
Law Review, and other student activities.
Jeffrey Parsons-Mr. Parsons has taken
ajudicial clerkship at the Superior Court
in Portland.
Faculty Sígnificant Achievement Awards-
These awards are presented to members of
the senior class whose academic perfor-
mance and/or overall contribution to the
School have been significant.
L. Dennis Carrillo-Mr. Carillo will
serve as a clerk for Justice Levy in the
Maine Supreme Judicial Court.
Paulina Collins-Ms. Collins has
accepted a position with the firm of Brann
& Isaacson in Lewiston, Maine.
Shaun Gehan-Mr. Gehan is preparing
for the Maine bar exam and pursuing
employment opportunities in southern
Maine in the areas of bankruptcy, marine
law, and general civil litigation.
Nora Healy-Ms. Healy is serving as a
law clerk for the Maine Supreme
Judicial Court.
Gi gnoux Aw ard fo r App ellate Adv o c acy-
This award is for the graduating senior who
has demonstrated excellence in advocacy
skills through moot court programs.
Sarah Ashby-Ms. Ashby is working in
Boston as an associate with the firm of
Wittmer Karp Warner and Thuotte.
Faculty Award for Trial Advocacy-
Awarded for outstanding performance in
advocacy courses.
Daniel Marra-Mr. Marra is serving as
a law clerk at the Maine District Couft in
Augusta.
Sarah Clough Mitchelt-Ms. Mitchell
has accepted a position with Skelton
Taintor & Abbott in Auburn, Maine.
Wernick Prize for Legal Writing---This
award was established by friends and for-
mer colleagues to honor the memory of
Justice Sidney Vy'ernick. It is given to the
student who has submitted the best piece of
legal scholarship during the year.
Mark Russo, "NAALC: A Tex-Mex
Requiem For The Protection of
Labor"-Mr. Russo plans to pursue
employment with the International Trade
Center and non-governmental organiza-
tions in Mexico.
Independent Writing Award-Awarded to
the best Independent Writing Project.
Paul Crowley, "Personal Responsibility
and Work Opportunity Reconciliation
Act of 1996, the Earned Income Tax
Credit, and Povefty: It's Time to Rethink
Our Programs"-Mr. Crowley is work-
ing for the Auburn, Maine law firm of
Linnell, Choate & Webber, LLP.
ABA/BNA Awardfor Excellence in the
Study of Intellectual Property Law
Wendy Brown-Ms. Brown is serving
as a clerk with Justice Clifford on the
Law Court and has accepted a position
as an associate with Rudman &
V/inchell LLC in Bangor.
American Bankruptcy Institute Medal for
Excellence in Bankruptcy Studies
Daniel Murphy-Mr. Murphy will start
a clerkship with the Maine Supreme
Judicial Court.
National Association of Women Lawyers
Recognition Award-Given to a graduate
who has contributed to the advancement of
women in society and promoted issues and
concerns of women in the legal profession.
Jane Moriarty-Ms. Moriarty is pursu-
ing employment in the areas of family
law, criminal law and elder law in south-
ern Maine.
O ut s t andin g S cho lastic Achiev ement
Awards-Presented by the Law faculty for
outstanding performance in selected areas
of the curriculum.
Busíness and Taxation Law-
Greg Domareki-Mr. Domareki will be
entering the LLM program in tax law at
New York University.
Criminal Law & Procedure-
Patrick Parson-Mr. Parson serves in
the Judge Advocate General's Corps of
the U.S. Army.
Environmental & Marine Resources-
Kevin Fitzgerald, Sean Kerwin-Mr.
Fitzgerald is studying for the Maine and
Vermont bar exams and pursuing a
career in environmental law with an
emphasis on land use issues. He also
received the ABA Award for Excellence
in Land Use, Local Government Law.
Mr. Kerwin is working toward a mas-
ter's degree in community planning and
development from the Muskie School of
Public Service.
Family and Juvenile Law-Patricia
Weidler-Ms. Weidler is serving as a
clerk for Justice Levy in the Maine
Supreme Judicial Courl. She also
received the Maine State Bar
Association Pro Bono Student Award,
which is awarded to a student whose
law-related services to the communit¡
without compensation or education cred-
it, exemplifies the legal profession's tra-
dition of pro bono service.
Law Alumni Association Award--Jhe
recipient of this award is that person who,
in the determination of the faculry is an
outstanding member of the senior class.
Marcie Hornick-Ms. Homick is work-
ing in the litigation department of Devine
Millimet & Branch, a law firm in
Manchester, New Hampshire.
A.J. Hungerford-Mr. Hungerford is
sewing as a law clerk in the Maine
Superior Court, and has accepted a posi-
tion with Pierce Atwood in Pofland.
Both Ms. Homick and Mr. Hungerford
also received fhe Student Bar Association
Award for distinguished service to the stu-
dent body.
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Technology Law Center Sponsors
Biotechnology Conference
T T Tith intense debates over human
\^/ clonrng and controversrai gene
V V put"nti. tne tecnnotogy r-aw
Center's third-annual summer conference
gave participants a chance to leam, reevalu-
ate beliefs and practices and be challenged.
The "Bio-Innovation: Strategies for
Success" conference on June 2l-22
explored an array of biotechnology-related
topics meant to be both useful and interest-
ing, said organizer Rita S. Heimes, director
of the Center.
She noted that the time was right to
focus on biotechnology issues this year
after addressing legal issues sunounding
the financing of Internet enterprises in 2000
and information privacy and security at last
summer's conference.
"There's already quite a lot ofenergy
around this sector, and we thought we'd be
remiss if we didn't focus on this very
imporlant industry," said Heimes. "Maine is
excited about having biotechnology busi-
nesses here, so it was timely. We felt it was
our duty to inform lawyers about these
issues now."
Issues addressed this year included
bioethics, financing for biotech businesses,
intellectual propefiy strategies, and technol-
ogy transfer. The varied group of partici-
pants included lawyers, executives,
researchers, licensing professionals,
consultants, scientists, professors and
others.
In a session that was open to the
public, Dr. Michael'West, president and
CEO ofAdvanced Cell Technology of
'Worcester, Mass., spoke about the
legal, political and ethical issues his
company faces for being the first com-
pany to clone human embryo cells for
cell and organ transplant therapy.
Also prompting lively discussion
was a presentation by Dr. Greg Koski,
director of the federal Offrce for
Human Research Protections at the U.S.
Depafiment of Health and Human Services.
Koski, whose office oversees institutions
using human volunteers for research, dis-
cussed his agency's role in encouraging and
enforcing safe practices for human subjects.
Heimes said that offering a continuing
Dr Christitte Vto '93 (left), speaking wi¡h Rita
Heintes, Adjunct Professor of ktw and Dircctor of the
Technology Lcwv Centet ot tlle Technology Law
Center's recent conference. Dt: Vito moderated a panel
on drugs and patents related 1o protein and gene dis-
coveries. She is a registercd patent attomey in the
Patent ond Intellectual Property Proctice Group of
Testa Hunvitz & Thibeault it Boston.
legal education conference like this one,
not aimed exclusively at academics, is a
bit of a departure for most law schools, but
that feedback has been very positive.
"We hope that these conferences appeal
to people who don't have a law degree and
to those who do," she said. "V/e think this
year's conference was thought-provoking
as well as informative, and we hope it
raised awareness ofbiotechnology as a
growth area for Maine."
The Technology Law Center brings
together faculty, students, attorneys, the
scientific community and Maine business-
es to promote and assist technological
innovation and economic growth. More
information about the Technology Law
Center is available on the Center's Web
site (www.mainetechlaw.org) or by calling
(201) 814-6s21.
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ïbchnology Law
Center Contributes
to National Web Site
The University of Maine School
of Law joins the Electronic Freedom
Foundation and the law clinics of
Harvard, Stanford, Berkeley and
the University of San Francisco law
schools as a contributor to the
chillingeffects.org Vy'eb site. Maine
Law is hosting the patent portion of the
site
(http : //www. chillingeffects. org/patent/).
This project is spearheaded by the
Technology Law Center and supported
by the Center's summer research
intems, Patrick Archibald '03,
Valerie Lovely '03 and Tiffany
Strauchs '03, with input from patent
program extem Jessica Godfrey '03.
L2
Trial Advocacy Team Wins Northeast, Competes in National Finals
l\ faine Law's Trial Advocacy teams
IVlrrou" built a long record of success
over' 14 years, advancing to the national
cornpetition nine times. This year's com-
petitors kept that tradition alive and well.
Dan Mara '02 and Sara Clough
Mitchell '02 placed fu'st of l8 teams at the
Northern New England Regional Trial
Competition in the winter at Suffolk Law
School in Boston, earning them a place in
the national competition in April in Austin,
Texas.
At the national competition, Mana and
Mitchell tried a malicious prosecution civil
case. Their record was 2-l,btÍ they did not
advance when the field was cutfrom26
teams to eight. (Maine Law's other team,
Amanda Gast O'Neil '02 and Patrick
Parson'02,placed ninth at the regional
level, then helped Mitchell and Mana pre-
pare for nationals.)
Mitchell, who has been hired as a gen-
eral litigator at Skelton, Taintor & Abbott in
Auburn, says the competition was well
worth the effort.
"It definitely was a lot of work, but it
was a pretty amazing, wonderful experi-
ence," she says, noting that she felt much
more comfortable in her work with the
School's Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic
Class of 2002 Student Leaders
Leaders of the Moot Court Board, Maine l¡tw Review and Ocean qnd Coastal lnw
Journal at a joint dinner at the Porlland Country Club: Kevin Fitzgerald '02 (editor-in-
chief, OCIÐ,Amanda Gast O'Neil '02 (co-chair, Moot Court Board), Jeffrey Pa¡sons '02
(editor-in-chief, Inw Review), and Justin Andrus '02 (co-chair, Moot Court Board).
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Professor Judy Potter (center) vvitlt Trial Advocacy Team ntentbers Scn'ah Clough Mitchelt '02 and Dan Marra
'02 in ftonî of tlrc Texas State Capitol. The Trial Advocacy Tecun parricipated in the National Trial Comperifion
in Attstin in February.
after competing on the Trial Advocacy for the Maine District Court, also says the
Team. experience was invaluable.
"It made it a whole lot easier when I "It's beneficial because you're arguing
*"'Jïi,"i'nïiiJ"":ä;*. 
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your coaches, but you're the one standing
up there trying the case. These competi-
tions forced us to learn the rules of civil
procedure and rules ofevidence. It's about
as close to the real world as you can get,
and it really helps you hone your skills."
Mana says it was interesting to watch
how other schools competed and to see
how well Maine Law stacked up against
the likes of Boston College and Suffolk at
the regional level and powerhouses
Northwestern and Temple at the national
level.
"It shows that even a small school can
compete against the big schools," he says.
"rüy'e showed we could more than hold our
own."
Visiting Professor Valerie Stanfill, one
of the team's coaches along with Professor
Judy Potter, says the teams'enduring suc-
cess shows the strength of the skills train-
ing programs at Maine Law
"Vy'e really emphasize the skills of a
trial lawyer and the ability to anticipate the
unexpected," explains Stanhll, acting direc-
tor of the Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic.
"Members of the team try cases against
experienced trial lawyers in practice and
gain the skills to meet whatever happens."
U
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Moot Court Team Second in National Contest
rTtwo members ol Maine Law's Moot
I Cou., Team placed second in a narional
competition earlier this year.
Sarah Ashby '02 and David Betancout't
'02 took part in the Greene National
Security Law Moot Coutl Competition in
February at George Washington University
Law School in Washington, D.C.
The l2-team competition consisted of
submitting briefs-Betancourt on behalf of
the petitioner, Ashby for the respondent-
and then defending their briefs before pan-
els of judges over three rounds. Maine
Law's representatives took turns arguing
both sides.
The subject? The constitutionality of
President Bush's plan to try terrorists in
military tribunals before panels of
judges.
"The research was very exciting
because it was so timely and there was no
case law on point, so we needed to piece
together and be creative," says Ashby, who
has accepted a job practicing family law
with a Boston firm. "It was harder to make
a case for why indefinite detention was
really reasonable. We learned a lot."
Betancoutt agrees.
"It's one thing to read about the military
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Kennedy Lectures on Race and Law
Harvard Law School Professor Randall L' Kennedy gave the 2002 Dean's
Distinguished Scholar Lecture at the Law School in March. Professor Kennedy, a grad-
uate of Princeton University and Yale Law School, served as a law clerk to U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall. His book, Race, Crime and the Law,was
the winner of the 1997 Robert F. Kennedy Book Award. He spoke about his most recent
book, Nigger, which examines the racial epithet and the legal ramifications
of its use.
tribunal order in the newspaper and another'
to research the subject and to really learn
about national security issues and interna-
tional la%" says Betancourt, who has a job
with the New Hampshire Public Defenders
Office. "It was a very useful experience,
competing with other schools and thinking
on your feet."
The students'Moot Court Team adviser,
Professor Cabanne Howard, calls their sec-
ond-place finish to South Texas College of
Law "a remalkable accomplishment."
He notes that the hnal-round judges
included two high-powered members of the
national legal community: fotmer acting
U.S. Solicitor General Walter Dellinger and
Judge Paul R. Michel of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit.
Still, Ashby and Betancourl say they
didn't feel intimidated or nervous and cred-
it Howard with preparing them well for the
competition.
"We practiced a lot, and manY of his
questions were actually harder than what
we faced in the competition," said
Betancourt. "'We were more than able to
hold our own, and I think that's a good
reflection on the education we've
received."
Ashby says it felt "really greaf' to place
second against tough contenders from
much-larger teams, some of which have 70
or 80 members.
Court of Appeals
Comes to Law School
Dean Khoury with judges of the First District Court
of Appeals: Chief Judge Michael Boudin, Judge
Sandro Lynch and Judge Kermit V. Lipez of Maine.
T Tniversitv of Maine School o[ Law stu-
LJ d"nr, und fla"ulty benefited lrom a
rare visit by a panel of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the First Circuit convened in
the Law School's Moot Court
Classroom.
This was the first time the APPeals
Court visited the Law School, and it gave
students an oppoftunity to observe federal
appellate arguments without having to trav-
el to Boston, where the court usually sits,
said Associate Dean and Professor David P.
Cluchey. He explained that the Couft of
Appeals has been engaged in a series of
outreach programs around New England
for the past few years. When the opportuni-
ty arose to host the Court on April 3, "we
wholeheafiedly took advantage of the
offer," Cluchey said.
Members of the panel, which included
Chief Judge Michael Boudin, Judge Kermit
V. Lipez of Maine and Judge Sandra
Lynch, heard several civil and criminal
cases.
"This was a great opportunity for our
students, and we really appreciated it,"
Cluchey said. Lawyers who appear before
the Courl also had a chance to meet on
their home tud, he noted.
After the Court session, the First Circuit
judges held an open meeting with members
of the Maine Bar and students to answer
questions and hear concems.
T4
Maine Law Students and Faculty in France
T\urins March vacation six students and
lJuuris.trool facultv members traveled
to France to participatein the annual
Seminaire Juridique (Legal Seminar) with
our sister school in France, the Faculté de
Droit et des Sciences Économiques of the
Université du Maine in Le Mans, France.
The students attending were John Bean '03,
Kojoe'04, Mary Saunders'03, Natasha
Vy'oodland '03, Kathryn King, a visiting
Professor Martin Rogoff and visiting student Kathryn King with Frcnch
Iawyer Jean-François Lang in the Palois de Justice.
student, and Regina Roach from USM's
College of Education and Human
Development. Professor Martin Rogoff,
Dean Khoury and Ted Joyce, a former
visiting student accompanied them.
Also parlicipating in the Seminar were
Laure Vacheyroux and David Corbé-
Chalon, French exchange students at the
Law School during the 2000-2001 academ-
ic year. The topic for discussion this year
was "Legal Remedies for Political and
Financial Coruption."
Each Maine Law student prepared and
delivered a presentation in French on an
aspect of the legal response to political or
frnancial comrption in the United States.
The students made presentations on federal
and state campaign finance
laws, impeachment, the civil
and criminal liability of the
President and other high gov-
ernment officials, lobbying,
and the Enron affair. After
French students made presen-
tations on the same subjects
from the French perspective,
discussion ensued.
While in France, the dele-
gation visited France's
Constitutional Courl, the
National Assembly, the Palais
de Justice (which houses the
trial and appeals courls of
Paris.¡. the Courl of Cassation
(France's highest civil and
criminal court), and the
Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development, where they met with
three OECD officials involved with the
drafting and implementation of the OECD's
Anti-Bribery Convention. The students also
attended a presentation by Yves Bot, one of
France's leading prosecutors, participated in
a constitutional law class at the Laval cam-
pus of our sister school, and were hosted
for dinner by the Le Mans Bar
Association.
On the non-legal side, the delegation
was treated to a guided tour of the remark-
able St. Julien Cathedral in Le Mans, which
is notable for combining several different
styles of architecture and for its unique
wishbone flying buttresses. The group also
visited a vineyard in La-Chartre-sur-1e-Loir
for a private tasting of the local wine,
Jasnières. On the group's final day in
France, they visited the nearby city of
Rennes, the capital of Brittany, where they
had a guided tour of the beautiful and his-
toric 16th century Parliament of Brittany,
which is today the location of most of
Brittany's important coutts.
New StafÏ
Admissions Coordinator
Rebecca Warsinsky
Tì ebecca Warsinskv ioined the Law
IfS.nool in the neíþ-created position of
admissions coordinator in February. She
grew up in Morgantown, WestVirginia, and
received her BA in liberal arts, specializing
in political science and philosophy, from
V/est Virginia University. After working in
Washington, D.C., doing legislative
research, she entered law school at George
Mason University and received her JD in
2001. Rebecca is thrilled to be the Law
School's first full-time employee working
on admissions. "The School has a long tra-
dition of attracting talented students, and I
look forward to continuing and building
upon this tradition," she added. Rebecca
enjoys hiking and mountain biking and is
looking forward to learning to sail. She also
noted that she loves to read again, now that
she is out of law school!
Reminder!
[Jniversity of Maine School of Law
Conference on
Lawrlabor, and Gender
Saturday, Septemb er 14, 2002
8:30 açil"l;O0 p.m.
Keynote Speaker: Deborah Rhode, Stanford Law School
For more information and a registration form, go to the Law School Web site:
www.usm.maine.edu/law
or contact Paula Andersoî at (207) 180-4360 or panderso@usm.maine.edu.
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Professor Orlando Delogu spoke at the
Rocky Mountain Land tlse Institute held in
Colorado in March. In early May, he gave a
series of cornpalative law lectures as the
Professor Invité at the Université de Cergy-
Pontoise in Paris. This is the third time
Professor Delogu has been invited to speak
at the Flench law school, which maintains an
active exchange program with Maine Law.
For the last two semesters. law students fì'om
the Université de Cergy-Pontoise have spent
a senester at Maine Law. John Bean '03 will
be a visiting student at the French school fbr
the fall semestel'.
Professor John Duff, Dilector of the
Marine Law Institute, presented his legal
research on aquaculture propelty rights
issues at two national conferences: the
Coastal Society's biennial confelence in
Galveston, Texas, in
May, and the National
Fisheries Law and
Policy Symposium at
Roger Williams Law
School in Rhode
Island in June.
Professol Duff's
research focuses on
Maine's commercial seaweed harvesting,
and the laws regarding ploperty rights to sea-
weed in the intertidal zone (beachfront above
the tidal line).
Professor Michael B. Lang spoke on the
Multiple Layers of Ethical and Legal
Regulation of Tax Plofessionals as part of a
program entitled "Treading'Water: Young
Lawyers' Guide to Ethics in Varying Practice
Environments" pre-
sented by theYoung
Lawyers Forurn of the
ABA Section of
Taxation at the
Section's 2002May
Meeting in
Washington, D.C.
Professor Lang has
begun a two-year telm as vice chair of the
Teaching Taxation Committee of the ABA
Section ofThxation. The Spring 2002
Ctunttlation of the Inder to FeclercLl Tar
Artícles by Prof'essor Larrg and wife, Isa
Lang, was recently published.
Professor Alison Rieser has been busy lec-
turing and writing this spring. In Apdl, she
was invited to present a paper at an ocean
law symposium at the University of
California at Berkeley's Boalt Hall School of
Law. Her paper was entitled "Scientific
Uncertainty and the 'Best Available Science'
Standard in United
States Marine
Conservation Law."
Professor Rieser also
participated in a
meeting on the fiture
of marine consefva-
tion at the Shedd
16
Aquarium in Chicago. In May, she gave the
Cabot Lecture in Marine Policy at the
College of the Atlantic in Bal Halbor and
presented an intloduction to fisheries litiga-
tion to the Northeast Regional Sea Grant
meeting in Portland. Professor Rieser com-
pleted her service on the National Academy
of Sciences Committee to Review the
National Marine Fisheries Service and co-
q'_-'
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Professor Wrigglns Awarded Tenure
Jennifel Wriggins. who joined the
J Muin. Law laculty in 1996. has been
awarded tenure and promoted to till pro-
fessor. She teaches Torts, Farnily Law
and a Gender and Law course which
includes race and sexual orientation. She
also superuises law students working in
the Curnberland Legal Aid Clinic, which
provides legal services to low-
income clients.
Profèssor Wnggins, on
partial leave this spring after
becoming a parent of twin
girls in December, sits on a
variety of committees and has
supervised the planning of
conferences fbr the School of
Law. A conference in
September will bring together
scholars and lawyers from
around the country to explore
and discuss "Law. Labor and Gender."
(For more infbrmation on the conference.
check the Maine Law Vy'eb site:
www. usm.maine.edu/law ).
During her years at Maine Law.
Professor Wriggins has been a prolifìc
scholar. "Scholarship enriches teaching,
and teaching enriches scholarship.
Students often see things in new and use-
ful ways, and I can learn a lot from
them." In addition, she notes. "Legal
scholarship is panicularly irnporlant
because it can combìne both theoretical
and practical concerns."
In a 1998 aticle published in the
Bostott Universitv l¿tw, Review, for
example. Professor Wriggins criticized a
judge's decision in a case filed on behalf
of children allegedly injured by lead
found in their rented apaftment. The
plaintiffs contended the children's IQs
had been lowered as a result of the lead
exposur€. The landlord's lawyers wanted
to test the IQ of the children's mother,
who was not a pafiy to the lawsuit, to
claim that the children's IQs were deter-
mined by the mother's IQ.
"l felt it was outrageous to test the IQ
of someone who hadn't brought the suit,
both because it was not legal and also
was bad policy. I criticized the judge's
decision to allow it, and got a
letter from him later saying
that he'd seen my article and
that it had changed his mind.
"That shows how schoiar-
ship is not just some ivory
tower, disconnected activity,"
says Professor Wriggins,
whose other published articles
include examinations of the
jurisprudence of parental
rights termination, Maine's
law on sa[ìe-sex man'iages,
and the need for developing insurance
coverage tbr domestic violence injunes.
Professor Wliggins, who eamed her
undergraduate degree in philosophy from
Yale University and her law degree from
Harvard Law School. practiced law fol'
l2 years before coming to Maine Law to
teach. Scholarship she published before
coming to Maine. on the interaction of
rape law and racism. has been widely
recognized and reprinted in many books.
Earning tenure. Professor Wriggins
says. "means I can continue the scholar-
ship. teaching and service that I've
eryoyed tbr the past six years."
"It's a great privilege because it
allows a person to have the t'reedom to
continue doing what he or she really
loves," she says. "I'm excited about hav-
ing the opportunity to continue helping
people leam to be the best lawyers they
can possibly be."
authored the committee's report to
Congress. The latest edition ofher case-
book, Coastal and Ocean law, was pub-
lished by West Law in June.
Professor Nancy Wanderer '90, Dircctor
of the Law School's Legal Writing
Program, made a presentation at the New
England Wrìting Consorlium meeting at
Northeastern University School of Law in
late March on"ALWD and the Bluebook."
ALWD is the new citation manual pub-
lished by the Association of Legal V/riting
Directors. Professor
Wanderer was also
invited to be a fea-
tured panelist at the
Maine State Bar
Association's
Women's Law
Section Spring
Meeting in May. The
subject of the meeting was "Do Ask, Do
Tell." Professor'Wanderer spoke about her
experiences as a member of DACOWITS
(Defense Advisory Committee on Women
in the Services).
Professor Jennifer Wriggins served as a
panelist at the 25th Anniversary Conference
of the Harvard Women's Law Journal irt
March. speaking on "The Future of
Feminist Theory." She is also parlicipating
in the Insurance and Social Policy study
group, which meets in Boston and includes
ptofessors from a number of New England
law schools.
Godfrey Professor Donald Zillman's new
book Human Rights ín Natural Resources
Development, co-edited with A. Lucas and
G. Pdng, was recently published by Oxford
University Press. The book studies the
worldwide practices by which traditionally
underepresented groups like local govern-
ments, environmental
and human rights
organizations, and
aboriginal peoples
have gained a legal
and practical political
right to have a voice
in major resources
developments
(forestry projects, major mines, hydroelec-
tric projects, etc.). Public participation
includes the right to information about the
project, the right to paflicipate in imponant
decisions about the project, and the right to
limit the impacts of the project.
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Professor Lupica Named
First Glassman Scholar
Lfur there been a decline in attorneyI Iprofessionalism in recent years? In
attorney civility?
There is certainly a perception that that
is the case, but is it true? Ifit is, then
why? And if it is not, why the perception?
These are issues
Professor Lois R. Lupica
will explore as Maine Law's
first Class of 1973/Glassman
Faculty Research Scholar.
To celebrate its 25th
reunion, graduates in the
Class of 1973 qeated a
$100,000 endowment fund
to annually recognize and
suppon research by a Maine
Law professor. Glassman
Scholars, selected by the
Dean, must have an estab-
lished record of high-quality
published scholarship and must submit a
proposal for a research project that will be
enhanced by the designation as a
Glassman Scholar. In most cases, the
awards are granted for one year and will
be used to promote scholarship that can be
transferred to the classroom.
"The issue of attorney professionalism
is something that's been of interest to me
for a number of years," says Professor
Lupica, who will be redesigning her
Professional Responsibility course to
delve into this subject more extensively.
"It's an honor to have been appointed as
the first Glassman Scholar, and I hope I'm
able to produce some important work that
furthers our understanding of this issue."
The Glassman Faculty Research
Scholar fund is named for the late Harry
P. Glassman and his wife Caroline D.
Glassman. Hamy Glassman was one of
the first faculty members at the Law
School, and both served as justices of the
Maine Supreme Judicial Court. Caroline
Glassman was the first woman in that role.
"This endowment will make it possible
to support faculty involved in important
research and scholarship, and will also
help members of the faculty enhance their
teaching," notes Dean Colleen A. Khoury.
"We are grateful to the Class of 1973 for
creating the fund, and want to thank the
members of the class again for their gener-
ous contributions."
Maine District Court Judge Keith A.
Powers '73 explains that Maine Law
classes have traditionally presented the
School with a 25th reunion gift.
"We asked about the options, and this
seemed like a useful project," he says.
"Hary Glassman was somebody who
inspired people, and
Caroline is from the same
mold."
Roderick R. Rovzar '73
says many of his class mem-
bers have been active in
alumni fundraising and stay
in touch with each other, and
when the possibility of
establishing a fund was
raised, the class "got fired
up" and started debating
whom to name it after.
"Both Harry and Caroline
Glassman, in their own
ways, contributed to the professional
careers of literally hundreds of Maine
lawyers," says Rovzar, a partner in
Norman Hanson & DeTroy in Portland.
"For those ofus who had the experience
of being in their classes, they tended to
stand out as we reminisced."
Naming the fund for the Glassmans
seemed fitting, agrees Charles W. Smith
Jr,'73, a partner in Smith Ellion Smith &
Garmey in Saco, Maine.
"Harry Glassman was a professor,
mentor and friend, and Caroline had filled
in for him when he became ill and was a
great attorney and justice as well. Creating
the fund gave our class a chance to give
something back to the Law School."
Professor Lupica joined the Maine
Law faculty in 1995 and was awarded
tenure last fall. She teaches courses in
Secured Transactions, Bankruptcy,
Consumer Law, Negotiation and
Professional Responsibility. She has writ-
ten extensively in the area of bankruptcy
and asset securitization. Professor Lupica
earned a bachelor's degree in consumer
economics and housing from Correll
University and her law degree, with high
honors, from Boston University School of
Law. She worked as a business lawyer for
firms in New York City and as executive
director of an economic development pro-
ject in Chicago before starting her teach-
ing career at Seton Hall University School
of Law.
-ff rofessor Orlando Delogu has
l./watched and helped the SchoolI of Law steadily evolve since
ariving here for his first teaching job
37 years ago.
He studied economics, eaming a
bachelor's degree from the
University of Utah and a master's
from the University of Wisconsin,
and thought he was headed in that
direction when he took a job with
the Vy'isconsin Economic
Development Office. Realizing that
"all the people I dealt with and
admired were in law," he decided to
give law school a try and enrolled in
the law program at the University of
Wisconsin.
Professor Delogu knew from the get-go
that he would be one of the few members
ofhis class not choosing to practice law. "I
knew I was going to use law to deal with a
range ofpolitical, social and societal issues,
and that's never really changed," says
Delogu, who has taught public law courses
dealing with property, land use, the envi-
ronment, state and local government and
tax shuctures.
When he frst took the Maine Law
teachingjob in1966, the new Law School,
under the leadership of Dean Edward
Godfrey, was only four years old. Professor
Delogu is now the senior member of the
faculty and has an institutional memory
that only a few can match. He talked
recently about his impressions of how the
Law School has changed over the years and
about his own experiences.
Q*nurconvinced you to come to
Maine Law?
A t toot the job because I liked the peo-
ple I met here. They were engaged and
bright, and the dean was a keen guy. I
liked Ed Godfrey immediately. Maine
was an interesting state from the stand-
point of land use and environmental
issues, in which I was very interested and
involved. So it seemed like an exciting
opportunity.
Q*nurkind of reputation did the
School of Law have when you first came
on board?
A Non", actually. It was a brand new
law school. It hadn't yet had its first stu-
dent accepted by a major law firm. It was
just building a reputation.
Q no* did it gain acceptance?
/. , ,nrno the Law School has been a
kernel of excellence within the University
System for a long time. It's a tribute to
Dean Godfrey and the early faculty. They
were bright, caring, set high standards,
did a lot of work with the Legislature and
state government, tried to get students
into good jobs and slowly became recog-
nized by the bench and bar.
Q*nurare some of the biggest changes
you have witnessed?
A On" major change is that now, 50 per-
cent of entering classes are women. In my
law class, I25 were men, just three were
women, and that was the case here when I
first came. Parity took until about the
early 1980s. Also, the average age of law
students has gradually crept up. People
certainly still come at age 22 right from
undergraduate school. But now that's only
30-35 percent of the students. We have
people who have had whole first careers,
women who have raised families, teach-
ers, police officers.
Q nurthat change in class makeup
affected the way you teach?
.Á No, but it does change rhe
dynamic of the classroom. I'm deal-
ing with people who have life experi-
ences. It's the best thing that's hap-
pened to the legal profession, as far
as I'm concerned. I think it minors
the real world more accurately. These
people bring a more human dimen-
sion to the practice of law, a healthi-
er, more realistic dynamic.
Q*n"nyou first started teaching
here, did you think you would stay as
long as you have?
A On,no. I figured I'd be here rhree to
five years and make a move. But I had a
mentor at Wisconsin whose words stuck
with me. He took me aside and said,
"Orlando, take the job and give it 110
percent. And keep this in mind: There's
something to be said for staying at a place
for 20 or 25 or 3O years. You'd get to
know an awful lot ofpeople, and they'd
get to know you. If the place is comfort-
able and you can accomplish what you
want, it's not the worst thing to stay put."
Q"ouobviously took those words to
heart.
/. *"U, at some point, you weigh the
totality of your experience. My wife starG
ed a business, my kids were getting root-
ed, and it continued to be a good place to
work. And I guess I always kind of rel-
ished the idea of being a bigger fish in a
smaller pond. In my areas of law, it does-
n't really matter where you are. I've spo-
ken or taught about environmental issues
in France, Ireland, Germany, England and
before Congressional committees and the
Maine Legislature. I've been appointed to
task forces by many governors. The State
Department asked me to go to Thailand to
help them begin to address their environ-
mental problems. I'm going to Utah for a
conference this fall. There's certainly
been no disadvantage to staying here.
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Q*nuappeals to you about
teaching/attending conferences in other
parts of the world?
A rn"issues I'm concerned with are
global. Other countries are dealing with
similar issues-air pollution for one-in
some cases better than we are. Comparative
analysis is very useful, and we can save a
lot of time and energy by not always rein-
venting the wheel.
Qtouhave been involved in many public
issues as a Maine citizen. How does this
relate to your role as a law professor?
A u', been a little schizophrenic from
time to time in that the University System
wants you to be involved with outreach and
show that you're a resource thatjustifies
the public investment in a university. On
the other hand, if you become too involved,
there's a worry that you'Il divert too much
time to those things. There were certain
times when the University was nervous
about some of my involvement.'When I
deal myself into an issue, I tend to be dealt
in at a pretty engaged level.
Q 
"unyou 
offer an example or two?
A t wanted the State to develop water and
air control laws and was an early member
of what is now the State Department of
Environmental Protection. Some of the
companies affected by these laws went to
the University president. He was a great
president, Win Libby, who told me that
they were asking him to pull the reins in on
me. He said he'd told them "that's not
what a university is all about-a university
lets people think out loud and attempt to
change public policies." His attitude
encouraged me to stay at Maine. I figured
if the president and dean would back me
up, then I ought to think long and hard
about leaving that kind of situation. I also
sued the Slate on several important issues
involving state aid to corporations. To this
day, the deans have tolerated my involve-
ment and allowed me to engage in these
things.
Q to*about when you got involved
with local politics?
A *o one ever told me to get off the
Portland City Council, but there was a cer-
tain level of discomfof with that. I didn't
serve a second term. Not because of any
pressure, but there was a certain subtle
understanding that it was taking a lot of
time and energy.
Qwnokind of causes are you involved
in now?
A ,'^trying very hard to get the State to
fashion some for:rn of improved state and
local tax structure.'We over-rely on proper-
ty taxes. I'm still adamantly opposed to
using taxpayer money to suppoft colporate
endeavors. And I still get involved in land-
use issues. We're not dealing well with
sprawl, and with vexing problems of where
to put the next prison, drug rehab facility,
or power plant.
a
into
How much do you bring these issues
your classrooms?
A rn"rall come into discussion.
Q 
"unyou 
define your teaching style?
A , ur" a lot of economics and a lot of
current events. I always want students to be
able to relate the theoretical to events in the
real world.
Robert J. Melnick'50
Bob Melnick, who graduated from the
Portland University Law School in 1950,
died at his Old Orchard Beach home in
February. A decorated veteran of World \ù/ar
II, he opened his practice in Biddeford
immediately after graduating from law
school. He also owned several businesses in
Old Orchard Beach. He was active in local
civic affairs and was a board member of the
Salvation Army and the Ethel Libby Library,
among other organizations. Bob was proud
of his affiliation with Porlland University,
and he established the Richard H.
Armstrong Scholarship at the Maine School
of Law in memory of the fotmer Dean of
the Portland University Law School. He is
survived by two daughters and many grand-
children. His family has asked that any gifts
in Bob's memory be made to the Richard H.
Armstrong Scholarship Fund at the
Universiry of Maine School of Law.
John P Connarn'52
John Connarn, a former Attorney
General of the State of Vermont and
Superior Court Judge, died on March 26.He
was 84 years old. He began practicing law
in Northfield, Vt., after graduating from
Portland University Law School in 1952. He
was a W'orld W'ar II veteran who was severe-
ly wounded in France in 1944. John was
active in politics in Vermont and served sev-
eral terms in the Vermont Legislature before
being elected Attomey General in 1964. In
1961 he was appointed as a District Court
Judge and later became a Superior Court
Judge in that state. He was active in coffrmu-
nity affairs and served two terms on the
Northfield School Board. He was a 1941
graduate of Norwich University and was
past president of their Alumni Association.
He leaves a wife, Barbara, two daughters, a
son and four stepsons.
George H. Hawes '64
One of the first graduates of the
University of Maine School of Law has died
in Elko, Nev., at the age of 97. Bom in
Skowhegan, Maine, George Hawes lived
most of his life in Nevada where he was an
educator, lawmaker and advocate for the
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elderly. Prior to attending the Law School he
served in the Nevada State Legislature and
later served as sergeant-at-arms in the State
Senate. He also worked for the American
Association of Retired Persons. He is sur-
vived by a son, David, of Colorado.
Joan R. Good'71
Joan Good, 56, passed away at her home
in Cromwell, Conn. on May 18. Soon after
graduation from the Law School, Joan took
a job with Travelers Insurance Company of
Hartford in their legal department. In the
early 1990s, she retired from the Tlavelers
and maintained a small private law practice
at her home. In addition to her Maine Law
degree, she was awarded an LLM in taxa-
tion from Boston University. She was an
avid sailor and maintained a sailboat in the
New London area. She also traveled widely,
visiting China and many other countries.
She is survived by her mother and two sis-
ters, one of whom, Jane Good, is a 1999
graduate of the Law School.
J\ alancing work and family while still
ffi nnOing time to nurlure your passion
-I-t is n elusive pursuit for many people.
particularly for lawyers with billable hours
and an enormous caseload. Jack
Montgomery has found a way to not only
keep all the balls in the air, but also to con-
tribute his skills and talents as an attorney
and artist to others in his community and
beyond. His achievements were recognized
by the Maine Law faculty atthe2OO2
Commencement exercises onMay 22,
where he was presented with the L. Kinvin
Wroth Distinguished Alumnus/a Award.
Montgomery and his wife, Deede, came
to Maine on vacation in 1973, soon after
graduating from Middlebury College, and
decided to stay here. After a brief stint
working at a psychiatric hospital, he
enrolled in law school, graduating from
Maine Law in 1911.
About 10 years ago, while preparing for
a vacation, Montgomery was looking for a
new hobby. " I get antsy - I'm not a beach-
sitter," he says. "So I picked up an old
camera of my father's and set out to buy
film for it. The guy in the camera store told
me they didn't make film for it anymore, so
I bought a newer used camera for $25 and
film and started playing around with it."
He discovered that he not only enjoyed
photography, but also had a talent for it.
V/ithin a few years, he was exhibiting his
photographs in local galleries. He was also
spending a lot of time with photographers
and artists and has advised them in copy-
right and First Amendment issues, in addi-
tion to his primary work for Bernstein,
Shur, Sawyer & Nelson in Poftland, repre-
senting owners of industrial and power
plants.
Montgomery wanted to find a way for
the legal community to provide resources in
support of the arts. After surveying local
afts groups about their needs, he persuaded
his frm to create the Maine Arts Initiative,
which educates artists and arts organiza-
tions on legal and tax issues.
The tragic events of September 1l
inspired Montgomery to embark on his
largest photographic project to date.
In August of 2OOl, he took his oldest
daughter, Molly, to New York City to start
her freshman year at the New School
University in Greenwich Village. "I remem-
ber we were having dinner at an outdoor
café in Little Italy, and the Twin Towers
were right behind us," he recalls. A few
weeks later, hijacked planes flew into the
World Trade Center; Molly was on the
phone with her father as she watched a
plane crash into the South Tower.
Later that month, Montgomery spent an
afternoon wandering around Union Square
in New York, which was filled with memo-
rials and music, and took many pho-
tographs, trying to capture on film some of
the overwhelming emotions all around him.
He was reminded of photographs he had
taken of Maine Holocaust survivors for the
Maine Holocaust Center which were used
to promote awareness and raise funds for
the Center. He wanted to do something
similar for survivors of the World Trade
Center attacks.
In early October, with no contacts in
New York, he drove back to Manhattan. He
had decided he wanted to focus on pho-
tographing firefighters. "I walked into
John H. Montgomery III
Montgomery wanted to find a
way for the legal community
to provide resources
in support of the arts.
Ladder Company 3 fin Greenwich
and spread out my portfolio on the floor,
fully expecting to be shown the door."
the surviving firefighters were very wel-
coming, and their lieutenant agreed to let
Montgomery take their photographs, even
though he did not know what he would do
with them. Montgomery contacted the
Porlland Museum of Art upon returning
from NewYork and was invited to show
photographs there.
Proceeds from the sale of Montgom-
ery's photographs and an opening night
fundraiser at the Museum have been
ed to the non-profit Ladder Company
3/1.{ew York Firefighters Fund of Maine.
The Fund has raised more than $100,000
cash and scholarships to date, much of
which will support a week of summer
for families of the lost firefighters as well
as surviving firefighters and their families
at Camp Kieve on Damariscotta Lake in
August. The Ladder Company 3 pho-
tographs were also exhibited at the Forbes
Gallery on lower Fifth Avenue in New
York, in conjunction with a New York
Association show.
Montgomery is curently
judges in Maine, and is looking forward to
a trip to Russia in the fall to photograph at
the St. Petersburg circus. He will be
uing work on a coming-ol-age series,
on the Japanese aesthetic ofwabi sabi,
roughly translated as "the beauty ofthings
imperfect, impermanent and incomplete."
He gives as an example a photograph of a
young person against a backdrop of
ancient, elegant but crumbling buildings.
Montgomery says he considers his
tography to be "not an option...but rather
drug." As he told Maine Law graduates in
his acceptance speech, "I know that every
one of you has some flame of passion or
interest within you that lies outside the
and my advice to you is to honor and pro-
tect that. The practice oflaw is a very chal
lenging one, and there will be lots of rea-
sons to let go of that passion or interest.
Don't do it. Don't give yourself any excus-
es. No one can preserve it for you."
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fF hree Maine Law alumni/ae who
I recently found success in the publish-I ing world achieved it three very dif-
ferent ways-by coincidence. via a contest
and through perseverance.
A photograph by Jack Montgomery '77
graces the cover of a recent HarperCollins
reprint of Harper Lee's classic To Kill a
Mockingbird Robert D. Reed Publishers
printed
Polyester Pride,
a novel by
Kathryn Ellen
Davis '88 this
winter. And a
murder mystery
by Julia Hugo-
Yidal'90, In the
Bleak
Midwinter, is in
its fourth print-
ing by St.
Martin's Press.
Julía Hugo-Vidal's
priTe-winning book
All three say they find their legal work
rewarding but also feel a strong need to sat-
isfy a passion.
"Just coincidences adding up"
In Jack Montgomery's case, photography
is that "avocation and obsession."
An attorney with Bernstein, Shur,
Sawyer & Nelson in Portland, Montgomery
started taking photographs l0 years ago, and
has since exhibited his work in a number of
galleries in Maine and New York City [see
Focus on Alums, page2}].
Two years ago, Montgomery shot some
photos for a friend at a mother-daughter
dance workshop. While developing prints
from that shoot, he and his wife could not
help noticing how closely one of the young
dancers, Audrey Seiz of Portland, resembled
actress Mary Badham, who played "Scout"
Finch in the 1962 film version of To Kill A
Mockingbird, which the couple had just
rented.
"Out of the blue, I got a call from an edi-
tor at HarperCollins Publishing who was
given my name by a friend that I had stud-
ied photography with in Italy. The editor
asked if I'd be interested in shooting covers
for books, and ofcourse I was," says
Montgomery. The first cover needed? Io
Kill a Mockingbird.
"I said, 'You're not going to believe this,
but have I got the girl for you!' I sent it off,
and they loved it," says Montgomery. "It
was just coincidences adding up."
That cover, on 100,000 copies ofthe
book in April, led to Montgomery selling
another photo to Random House for a col-
lection of short stories about suicide.
"In the making for a long time"
Kathryn Ellen Davis' longstanding and
true passion is, without a doubt, writing.
"I started when I was very young, proba-
bly nine or ten. I'd write songs and send
them away to contests and started keeping
journals," says Davis, who does Guardian
ad Litem work-typically representing low-
income children in divorce cases-and also
teaches law courses at Thomas College in
Waterville.
"When I finally went to college-I went
as a single, divorced mother with three kids,
not right away-my English teachers were
inspiring, and that's when I seriously starled
looking at my writing."
She graduated from the University of
Maine at Machias with honors, then "got
sidetracked again...by law school!"
After working as a staff attorney for the
state Bureau of Insurance, then the Public
Advocates Office, Davis decided two years
ago to give herself some flexibility and time
for writing. She took a less-demanding job
as a consultant, helping a software company
interpret laws for insurance firms.
And she started more eamestly plugging
away at her writing.
"My book, Polyester Pride, was it the
making for a long time," says Davis.
The book is a "woman's novel," says
Davis, that centers on a girl who, like Davis,
grows up in Washington County amid many
social problems. The character falls in love
with a woman, encounters widespread
homophobia in her community and loses
custody of her child because of it.
The inspiration for her plot, Davis
explains, came pafily from her son, now 21,
who suffered "significant problems"
because ofbeing gay, and paftly through her
own experience of marrying and divorcing
an alcoholic.
Davis initially tried to market Polyester
Pride as gay and lesbian fiction, then went
in search of publishers on the Intemet, inter-
viewing many and eventually signing a con-
tract with Robert D. Reed of "Patch Adams"
fame. Polyester Pride was published in
February and is selling steadily nationally.
Davis is at work on a second novel, also
set in Washington County, that focuses on a
cult.
"A huge surprise to win."
The setting of Julia Hugo-Vidal's first
novel also is based on where she grew up, in
upstate New York. In the Bleak Midwinter
focuses on an Episcopal priest newly
assigned to her frst parish in fictional
Millers Kill. The priest gets involved in
solving crimes with an atheist detective
when an infant turns up on her church
doorstep.
Hugo-Vidal's ideas for plot and charac-
ters stemmed from news stories about aban-
doned babies and fi'om her own "incredibly
caring, socially conscious" priest.
Hugo-Vidal, who writes under her maid-
en name, Julia Spencer-Fleming, was work-
ing as a case manager at the Law Offices of
Joe Bornstein, mostly on behalf of low-
income clients. As the mother of two young
children, thejob gave her plenty of
flexibility.
After ditching a "really derivative" sci-
ence fiction novel, Hugo-Vidal challenged
herself in the fall of 1998 to constmct a
mystery novel. She started playing with the
characters first, writing their biographies
while working part-time, and then became
pregnant with her third child.
In a flurry ofactivity, she had a daughter
on August 19, 2000, and finished her manu-
script on Labor Day. She then entered her
manuscript in a contest that October, hoping
an editor would at least read it and that she
would make a contact or two.
To her great surprise, she won the top
prize: $10,000 and publication of the book.
In the Blectk Midwinter was named St.
Marlin's Press' "Best First Traditional
Mystery" for 2001, and Hugo-Vidal was on
her way. The book was reviewed well in
major markets. She is finishing a sequel and
recently closed a deal for a third and fourlh
book in the series.
"It was a huge surprise to win," she said.
"It's been very thrilling."
Despite her initial success, Hugo-Vidal is
not positive she will try to make writing a
permanent arrangement.
"It depends on how well the books do,
and parlly on me," she says. "I do miss the
practice of law-the intellectual stimulation,
connecting with people and feeling I was
making a difference in people's lives. It's
very satisfying getting immediate results,
and clearing up someone's problem. You
don't get that instant gratification from writ-
ing."
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Jay F. Theise has been elected to the
Board of Directors of the University of
Maine School of Law Foundation. He is a
partner with Cherwin, Theise, Adelson &
Loria LLP in Boston.
John B. Andrews was elected to a
three-year term as Governor-at-Large of
the New Hampshire Bar Association. He
also chairs the Committee on
Administration of the Bar, and is a mem-
ber of the Board of Trustees of the New
Hampshire Bar Foundation. For more
than 25 years, he'has been Executive
Director of the New Hampshire
Municipal Association.
Nicholas M. Lanzilotta is semi-retired
and teaches part-time at Dixie State College
in St. George, Utah, specializing in
Aviation Law.
John McElwee of Bryant Pond was
appointed by Maine GovemorAngus King
as District Court Judge.
The national Board of Trial Advocacy
recently announced that Derry Rundlett
is one of six Maine lawyers who "contin-
ue to maintain one of the...Board of Trial
Advocacy's prestigious designations as a
Board Certif,ed Trial Advocate." Rundlett
published an article in the Spring 2002
edition of the Maine Bar Journal titled
"Lawyer Advertising! A Light Look at
Lawyers on the Tube," in which he notes
that he was one of the fîrst lawyers in the
country to advertise on television.
Douglas Smith of Dover-Foxcroft was
appointed by the Maine Supreme Judicial
Court to its Advisory Committee on
Probate Rules.
Stephen A. Johnson, former vice pres-
ident and general counsel of Maine Public
Service Company, has joined Verrill &
Dana in Portland as Counsel.
Paul F. Marci published an article
entitled "How the Law Court Uses Duty
to Limit the Scope of Negligence
Liability" in Volume 53, Number 2 of the
Maine Law Review. Macri practices law
in Lewiston, Maine.
Lillian Baker Kennedy and Nancy A.
Henry '86 have launched "HEARSAX
Poety Written by Lawyers," an online
forum for creative expression
(http ://pages.pr odigy.nellilliankennedyesq/
index.htm). Maine lawyer-poets are invited
to submit up to three poems in the body of
an email, noting "Submission" as the sub-
ject and sending it to lilliankennedyesq@
prodigy.net. Kennedy has had poems pub-
lished recently on another online poetry
venue (http://aopoetry.com).
Paula Singer, a partner in the law firm
of Vacovec, Mayotte & Singer in Newton,
MA received a Meritorious Service Award
at the annual conference of the American
Payroll Association, a trade organization
with over 2,000 members, for her volun-
teer efforts in the Educational Institutions
Payroll Conference Planning Committee
and as a regular speaker on the topics of
U.S. taxation of foreign nationals and
income tax treaties. Singer also founded
Windstar Publishing, Inc. in 2000 and has
authored six books, published under the
collective title U.S. Tax Guides for
Foreign Persons and Those Who Pay
Them.In addition, she and husband Gary
run Windstar Technologies, Inc., a soft-
ware company.
Paula Craighead, former assistant legal
counsel to Maine GovernorAngus King
and current nuclear safety advisor for
Maine, graduated from the Fletcher School
of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University
with a Global Masters of Arts degree. She
is one of 28 mid-career students from nine-
teen countries selected to participate in the
program in 2001. The program is limited to
working professionals with experience in
international business, govemment policy
or the United Nations.
Maine's Supreme Judicial Court Chief
Justice Leigh Ingalls Saufley was honored
by the PortlandYWCA inApril with a
'Women in AchievementAward. She also
received the 2002 Law Alumni Association
Distinguished Service Award at the Law
Alumni Association Annual Dinner in April
[see photo below].
Richard A. Shinay, a shareholder with
the Portland firm of Drummond Woodsum
& MacMahon, has been appointed to sefl/e
as chairman of the Scarborough (Maine)
Planning Board for a third consecutive
term.
Nancy Ziegler of South Portland was
appointed by Governor Angus King to the
Maine Board of Environmental
Protection.
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Honored at Alumni Association Dinner
Leigh Ingalls Saufley '80, Chief Justice of
the Maine Supreme Judicial Court, with Law
Alumni Association President Ryan S.
Stinneford '88 at the Law Alumni Association
Annual Dinner in April. Chief Justice Saufley
was presented with the Law Alumni
Association Distinguished Service Award for
her service to the Law School, the Alumni
Association and the community. Stinneford
served as Master of Ceremonies for the
evening. More than 170 alumnilae, current
students, faculty, staffand guests attended the
Annual Dinne¡ which was held at the
Portland Country Club. Members of reunion
classes gathered for a cocktail reception
before dinner, and many attended a brunch the
following day at the Law School.
ÍEEE
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Maine Attorney General G. Steven Rowe '87 spoke 1o students aî the Law School about the Clean Air Act. The
talk was co-sponsored by the Environmental Law Society and the Muskie School of Public Sentice. Pictured
here, from left: Assistant Dean Barbara Gauditz'87, Steve Rowe, Philip Saucier '04, LauraWelles '04, Jess
Knox '04, and Dean of the Muskie School, Karl Braithwaite.
Ginny DeFede-Cove of Waterbury
Center, Vt., has four children graduating
this year-one from college (Dani), two
from high school (Alex and Shelley), and
one from middle school (Jeff). Another
daughter, Sarah, will be graduating from
Harvard next year. Husband Bill still has a
busy medical practice and Ginny is still
teaching high school science and working
on the farm.
Willard D. Pease has opened The
Pease Law Firm in Rockland, Maine,
focusing on real estate, estate planning,
probate and small business matters. He
was formerly shareholder of Crandall,
Hanscom, Pease & Collins.
John Sawyer and wife Rhonda are
expecting their first child in August, 2002.
Kenneth P. Altshuler, a partner in the
Portland firm of Childs, Rundlett, Fifield,
Shumway & Altshuler, received an Award
of Recognition from the 1,500-member
American Academy of Matrimonial
Lawyers at its annual meeting in Chicago.
The award was a result of Altshuler's par-
ticipation in the development of an educa-
tional program addressing the changing
American family.
David Beneman of Levenson Vickerson
& Beneman in Portland was elected chair-
man of the Scarborough (Maine) School
Board.
Paul S. Bulger joined Lambert Coffrn
of Portland as a shareholder.
Vendean Vafiades was recently sworn
in as Chief Judge of the Maine District
Court. With this appointment, the chief
judges of the three branches of the Maine
judiciary are all Maine Law graduates
(Vafiades, Nancy Diesel Mills '82 -
Superior Court, and Leigh Ingalls Saufley
'80 - Supreme Judicial Court).
Rosalyne Bernstein of Portland was
honored by the AltMaine Guide "for having
made extraordinary contributions of her
time, talent and effort to make a positive
impact on Maine" as a leader in education,
health care and the arts. She was also the
recipient of an honorary
degree from the University
of Southern Maine [see arti-
cle onpage2ll.
Meris J. Bickford, trust
officer and assistant vice
president at Merrill
Merchants Bank in Bangor,
was elected Third Vice
President of the Maine State
Bar Association in January.
She is also an instructor in
the Waldo County KidsFirst
program, and an adjunct fac-
ulty member at Eastern
Maine Technical College,
where she teaches business
law.
Petruccelli & Martin,
LLP of Portland is now
known as Petruccelli, Martin
& Haddow, LLP, having
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added the names of James B. Haddow and
Michael K. Martin'89 to the fnm name.
Haddow joined the firm h I99I and was
named a pafiner in 1996. He concentrates
his practice in commercial, employment
and intellectual property litigation. He was
recently elected to serve as vice president
of the Maine Law Alumni Association
Board of Directors, and will chair the
Development Committee.
NancyA. Henry and Lillian Baker
Kennedy '78 have launched "ffiARSAY,
Poetry'Written by Lawyers," an online
forum for creative expression
(htç :/þages.prodi gy. nellilliankennedyesq/
index.htm). Maine lawyer-poets are invited
to submit up to three poems in the body of
an e-mail, noting "Submission" as the sub-
ject and sending it to
lilliankennedyesq@prodigy.net. Henry has
had poems published recently on another
online poetry venue (http:i/aopoetry.com),
and was nominated for a Pushcart Prize.
Christopher C. Taintor has been elect-
ed to the Board of Directors of the Maine
Bar Foundation, the private philanthropic
arm of the Maine Bar. He also received
the 2001 Outstanding Volunteer Award
from the Maine Judicial Branch of the
Foundation for his pro bono work as a
Guardian ad Litem.
Margaret C. Kenney has rejoined the
firm of Hufnagel, Lake &. Condon LLP in
Winthrop, Maine, after serving as admin-
istrative law clerk for the Maine Supreme
Judicial Court.
Members ofthe Class of 1987 celebrated their ISth reunion at the Law
Alumni Association Annual Dinner From left: Kristin Gustafson, Beth
Gaillie, Natalie Burns, Tim Robbins, Meg Lrwoie, and Diane Dusini.
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Stephen Bither has been elected
President of the Board of Directors of
Maine Arts, an organization which pro-
motes Maine arts and artists and produces
the annual Maine Festival.
Jacqueline Gomes reports that she is
practicing law in Westbrook, Maine.
Carol L. Mitchell, Executive Vice
President and General Counsel for
Banknofth Group, Inc., was recently hon-
ored by the PonlandYWCA with a Women
of Achievement Award.
Thomas Poulin has joined the
Washington, D.C., offìce of Minneapolis-
based Robins, Kaplan, Miller & Ciresi. He
specializes in health care law.
Ryan S. Stinneford and his wife
Patricia Wheeler are the proud new par-
ents of Emily Jeanne Stinneford, born
June 3, 2002.F,mlly joins big sisters Julia
(3) and Alison (13).
Daniel L. Cummings has been named
to the Board of Directors of Project
Opponunity Inc., an organization which
strives to motivate high school students in
the Bethel, Maine area to continue their
education, and provides scholarships for
college and technical training.
Mark T. Kremzner moved to
Shanghai in early January. He is fìnishing
his Ph.D. thesis on Chinese law and is pro-
viding consulting services to Allbright Law
Offices, the largest private Chinese law
firm in Shanghai. He is the first foreign
lawyer to be hired by a Chinese law firm
in Shanghai; he repofis that most foreign
lawyers work in U.S. or British law firms,
or on an in-house basis for the manv cor-
porations that have established a presence
in China. He recently met with classmate
Yu Genrong and Thng
Yilin '90 for a Chinese
New Year dinner. Yu
Genrong has opened the
Sloma Law Office in
Shanghai.
Petruccelli, Manin &
Haddow, LLP has added
the names of Michael
K. Martin and James
B. Haddow t86 to the Michaet Martin
fìrm name. Mafin, a part-
ner since 1996, concentrates his practice in
alternative dispute resolution, bankruptcy,
business and commer-
cial law, construction
law, contract law, insur-
ance law and personal
injury. He serves on the
Board of Directors of
the Maine Law Alumni
Association.
VictorÍa Powers
has formed a new law
James Haddow firm, TOOI9 and
Powers, with Mary
Toole. The firm has offices in Freeport
and Portland. They specialize in elder
law, including trusts, estates, wills and
long-term care planning.
Cornelia Fisher was elected for a two-
year term as co-chair of the Women's Law
Section of the Maine Bar Association in
January,2002.
Mark Lawrence and wife, Tina, cele-
brated the birth of Celine Rose Lawrence
on August 14,20OL They live in South
Berwick, Maine.
Alice A. Rose received her doctorate in
psychology in May, 2007 and now works
in the Division of Continuing and
Professional Studies at Saint Joseph's
College of Maine.
Tang Yilin is Senior Counsel for Ford
Motor Company in Beijing. He and
Kremzner'89 recently met with Gao
Vinping, Visiting Professor at Maine Law
in the early '90s, who is now retired.
Russell B. Pierce, Jr. was elected presi
dent of the Center for Community Dental
Health in November. The CCDH has clin-
ics in Poflland, Farmington, Aubum, Saco
and Sanford, Maine.
Christina Valar Breen was promoted
to Securities Registration Supervisor at
the Maine Office of Securities in
December, 2001. She and her
husband,Yellow Light Breen, now have
two children: Annina, age 3 and Cannon,
age 1.
S. Campbell Badger has been named
a shareholder at Drummond Woodsum &
MacMahon in Portland. He joined the hrm
in 1992 and is a member of the public sec-
tor group.
Adrian P. Kendall was elected mem-
ber at Norman, Hanson & DeTroy LLC in
Portland. He joined the firm in 1991 and
focuses his practice on real estate, corpo-
rate and commercial law. He is also the
Maine representative of the German
Consulate in Boston.
David P. Leach is the new executive
director of Preservation'Worcester in
Massachusetts. Most recently, he worked in
Rhode Island with the Dunn Foundation, a
national organization that seeks to make
communities more livable by improving the
physical landscape.
Andrew Strongin e-mailed that he
has been elected to membership in the
National Academy of Arbitrators (NAA)
as of June I,2002. "The highlight of the
event," he writes, "was receiving my cer-
tificate of membership (suitable for fram-
ing, of course!), from my father, Seymour
Strongin, who has been arbitrating labor
disputes for about 35 years." Strongin
maintains a mediation and arbitration
practice from his offices in Chevy Chase,
Md.
The Class of 1992, celebrating its l)th reunion, had the largest tumout ofany reunion class at the Law Alumni
Association Annual Dinner in April.
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William Avantaggio recently opened
his own office in Damariscotta, Maine.
Matthew C. Dyer writes that he is
working as a staff attolney for Pine Tree
Legal Assistance, Inc., in their Lewiston
and Augusta ofñces.
Angus Ferguson has joined the intel-
lecfual properly and technology practice
group at Pierce Atwood in Portland, focus-
ing his practice on trademarks and the
administration of corporate portfolios of
patents, trademarks and copyrights.
Donald Kreis reporls that he is now the
Hearings Examiner'/Staff Attorney for the
New Hampshile Public Utilities
Commission. He and his wife Jenny wel-
comed daughter Rose Eleanor Keller on
November 26,2001.
Thomas S. Marjerison was elected
member at Norman, Hanson & DeTroy
LLC in Portland. He joined the firm in
1997 and is a member of the litigation
practice group.
Lipman &Katz, P.4., of Augusta is
now Lipman,Katz &. McKee, P.4., hav-
ing added Walter McKee's name to the
firm name. McKee, of Hallowell, Maine,
has been a partner of the firm since 1998.
His practice focuses
on criminal defense
and personal injury.
McKee and his
wife, Kristin Aiello
'94, and children
live in Hallowell.
He is an avid run-
ner, hunter, moun-
tain biker and pri-
vate pilot and serves
as a captain in the Maine Army National
Guard. He also co-hosts a local cable tele-
vision show, i'Looking at the Law."
Waher McKee
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Maine Law Alums at the Winter Olympics
Gary R Thorne'73 and David D.
Farrar '86 played impgrtant roles at the
Winter Olympics this year in Salt Lake
City, Utah, though not as competitors.
As the primary play-by-play announc-
er for NBC's coverage of the Olympic
hockey events, Thome had front row seats
at each game. 'Tt was especially fun this
year with NHL players involved. It was
the best in the world, with a classic end-
ing," says Thome. "You're lucþ if you
ever get a chance to do that on a national
level."
Gary Thorne'73 with John Davidson, fellow
sports commentdtor andformer goalie of the
New York Rangers
Thorne, 54, gave up his law practice
15 years ago when an offer "too good to
pass up" came along.
He had served in the Army JAG (Judge
Advocate General) Corps and settled in
with a firm in Old Town, Maine. Thorne
was specializing in arbitration, mediation
and contract negotiation when he got
involved with the Maine Guides, a minor
league baseball team in Old Orchard
Beach. Thome took a year off to help the
Guides set up a broadcast network, then
announced the games himself.
Boston Globe coltmnist Peter
Gammons caught a few of Thome's
broadcasts and wrote a favorable column
about him, and next thing he knew, the
New York Mets were calling, offering
Thome a job as their radio announcer.
"It was all very fofiuitous," says
Thorne, who has since covered a range of
high-level sporling events for ABC, NBC,
CBS and ESPN as an independent com-
mentator. He currently does the Mets' and
New Jersey Devils'play-by-play for N.Y.
television outlets.
But Thorne considers his assignment
this winter at Salt Lake City to be his ulti-
mate. He was able to call the United
States versus Canada hockey final, which
Canada won.
Still, Thorne, a former district attorney
in Bangor who now makes his home in
Sarasota, Fla., says he'd like to retum to
Maine one day for "more ftshing, more
teaching and less broadcasting."
"I loved the appellate work I did, and I
handled criminal work in Penobscot
County," he says. "I did some work at the
Law School teaching Sports Law one
semester about four years ago, and I'd like
to do more of that."
Farrar,43, has been officiating ski
competitions since he was 19 and had the
ultimate thrill of being chosen as one of
10 freestyle skiingjudges for the 2002
Winter Games.
Farrar, whose "realjob" is providing
research and appellate work for other
aftorneys, skied competitively as a teen,
then worked through the regional, national
and international circuits as a skijudge.
After a yearlong application process, com-
David Farrar'86
peting with several dozenjudges from
around the world, he learned he had
earned the Olympic spot,
"There were a lot of other fully quali-
fied people, so I was very fortunate and
happy," says Farar, who judged freesfyle
aerials and moguls, seeing the likes of Joe
Pack and Johnny Mosely-who he has
watched come up through the ranks since
they were kids-do well in their events.
Farrar, who also judges World Cup,
national and international skiing events-
and teaches judges-clearly loves his
hobby.
"What's not to like?" he says. "I get to
go to great ski areas and see the finest
competitors in my sport on a regular basis.
It gives me a great deal of satisfaction."
Fanar is also happy with his law prac-
tice, based in Gorham, Maine. "l get a
never-ending interesting aray of issues
because I work with so many different
attorneys," he says. "There's lots more
variety than I might have were I focused
on one area."
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Emily Broadhead, of the Lewiston liti-
gation law frm of Laskoff & Associates, has
been appointed to the Board of the Maine
Civil Liberties Union. Broadhead is also the
treasurer of the Androscoggin County Law
Library and past treasurer of the Maine
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers.
Kurt E. Klebe has been named pafiner
at Verrill & Dana, Portland. Klebe is a mem-
ber of the estate planning and estate admin-
istration group.
Deirdre M. Smith was named a share-
holder at Drummond Woodsum &
MacMahon in Portland. Smith joined the
firm in 1995 and is a member of the trial
services group.
Michael and Wendy Resnick Spargo
have moved from Portland, Oreg., to
Burlington, Vt., where Michael has accept-
ed a position with the U.S. Immigration
and Naturalization Sérvice Regional
Counsel's Office. He will be an Assistant
Region Counsel, specializing in employ-
ment and labor law in addition to immi-
gration law and policy.
Christopher Adams reports, "I'm liv-
ing the dream in Salt Lake City." He mar-
ried Denise Kulczycki in September, 2001
He is currently working as in-house coun-
sel and marketing manager for a computer
company based in San Francisco. In his
spare time he skies, bikes, climbs and
runs.
Barbara Goodwin, an associate attor-
ney at Munay, Plumb & Murray, has been
appointed to the Maine Board of Bar
Examiners.
Thomas H. Eyman has a general prac-
tice in Littleton, N.H., with the Law Office
of Michael M. Ransmeier PC, and notes that
he is cunently exploring a few new areas of
law, including worker's compensation,
social security, and bankruptcy. He lives in
Franconia with wife Martha and three girls,
Julia, Isabelle, and Caroline.
Randall and Tara Bates announce the
arrival of a son, Vy'yatt Randall Bates, bom
on June 8, 2001. Tara is of counsel for the
York County, Maine District Attorney's
OfÊce, in charge of handling all of their
appeals. Randy writes, "It is the position, in
fact, that Professor David Gregory held for
so many years, and she is honored to follow
him in that position."
Armanda (Beal) Day manied Toby
Day on September 1,2001. They are
expecting their first child in September,
2002. She is still in solo practice in Bangor.
Michelle Kane and her husband,
Michael, welcomed their first child,
Meghan Tate Kane, on January 12,2002.
They live in Rockville, Md.
Laura Beardsley married Edward
Lombardi last summer and started a new job
at the New Hampshire Attomey General's
Office.
Alison Beyea co-authored a report with
Frank D'Allessandro on Guardians ad
Litemin divorce and parental rights and
responsibilities cases in Maine. Beyea, a
lawyer with Pine Tree Legal Assistance,
who conducted the research as a Muskie
Fellow, found that although GALs play a
key role in domestic disputes, low-income
children are often denied the benefits of a
GAL because their families cannot afford to
pay the fee. An excerpt from the report is
included in the Spring 2002 edition of the
Maine Bar Journal.
Brian D. Condon, Jr., a visiting student
in 1991 , has become partner with R.
Howard Lake in the Winthrop, Maine, law
firm of Hufnagel, Lake & Condon LLP.
Thaddeus V. Day recently resigned
from his position with the Maine State
Bureau of Insurance to devote himself full-
time to private practice.
Chuck Dow, and his wife, Erin, wel-
comed their second son, Ian Beckett Dow,
on January 27 ,2002. Their oldest son,
Patrick Gavin Dow, is twenty months
old. Chuck works as Director of
Communications and Legislative Affairs for
Maine Attorney General G. Steven Rowe
,87.
Nancy L. Morin has joined Smith
Elliott Smith & Garmey PA in Saco, Maine
as an associate, concentrating on family law
Timothy W. Woodhouse has joined
Wakelin, Hallock & Donovan LLP in
Portland as an attorney, with his practice
focused on estate planning and employee
benefits.
Aaron Baltes is serving as chair-elect of
the Maine State Bar Association's Young
Lawyers Section, and will assume the chair
in 2003.
John Melendez was engaged in April,
2002, to Rebecca Delory of Vancouver,
Canada. He and his wife will live in
Connecticut after their marriage. John
was also promoted to the senior manager
position of Global Contracts Negotiator for
PriceWaterhouseCoopers in Stamford.
Heather G. Silverstein and husband,
Michael, welcomed their third child,
Allison Chloe Silverstein, on March 4,
2002. Heather reports that big brothers
Jacob,4, and Taylor, 2, are busy cuddling
their baby sister.
Members of the Class of 1997 celebrated its 5th reunion at the Law Alumni Association Annual Dinner
Standing, from left: Rebecca Raskin, David Levesque, Kathleen Brogan, Jennifer Raymond, Laura Kilmartin,
Jim HalL, Alison Adams Beyea, and Thaddeus Day. Sedted: Joe Pickering, Kurt Adams and daughte4 and
Maúin Womer
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Wathen '65 and Bernstein '86 Honored at
[Jniversity of Southern Maine Commencement
-f.t *o Maine Law graduates were recognized at the com-
I mencement ceremonies of the University of Southem
Maine (USM) on May 11.
Daniel Wathen '65 gave the keynote address and received
a Distinguished Sen¡ice Award from the University for his
many years of service to the State of Maine and the legal
community. In his address, the former Chief Justice of the
Maine Supreme Judicial Court told students that they will
lead the state toward positive economic growth. "It is you and
your dreams that respond to the red flags waving over
Maine's economic horizon," he said. "Yours is the next bold
step in our collective journey from merely getting by to a
vibrant and sustainable economy for all of Maine."
Rosalyne Bernstein '86 was awarded an honorary Doctor
of Humane Letters degrce at the ceremony. A long-time civic
leader, primarily in the areas ofhealth care and education,
Bernstein is a former Chair of USM's Board of Visitors and
also a member of the Law School's Board of Visitors.
Rosaly-ne Bemstein '86 (left) and Daniel Wathen '65 (right) wifh USM President
Richard Pattenaude at USM's 2002 commencentent.
Aaron Burns has joined the Saco,
Maine offices of the Portland-based firm of
Smith Elliot Smith & Garmey PA.
Dawn Marie Corbett was manied to
'Wamen V/illiam Hughes on September 29,
2001, at Saint Joseph Catholic Church in
Ellsworth. She is employed by Idexx
Laboratories Inc.
Melissa Cross writes: "Jeff Cross (rny
husband) and I had a daughter, Madelaine
Isabella Cross, on October 23,2001.I took
6 months of maternity leave. Now I keep a
bouncer seat and toys in my office, where
she hangs out with me in the late after-
noons. It's been a lot of fun and my firm has
been fantastic about accommodating our
new addition to the f'amily. We're living in
Vy'ashington, D.C., but we split our time
between the D.C. and Northern Virginia
offices [of Arnold & Porter]."
John Veilleux, his wife, Lisa, and son,
Tyler, welcomed the arrival of twin boys
(Jacob and Justin) born on different days
(December 2I and 22,2001) and with dif-
ferent zodiac signs! They live in Portland.
Erin Darby maried Todd Henington in
Manchesteq Vermont on July 28, 2001. She
has changed her name to E. Darby
Henington, and is an associate at Winburn
Law Offices in Manchester. She and her
husband live in Arlington.
Elizabeth Davis McEvoy has.loined
Drummond \ùy'oodsum & MacMahon in
Portland as an associate in the business
services group.
Brian D. Willing has joined
Drummond'Woodsurn & MacMahon in
Portland as an associate in the trial
services group.
Jill K. Randall of Brunswick has joined
the Gardiner, Maine, firm of Faris,
Heselton, Ladd & Bobrowiecki P.A.
James Schewellenbach has joined
Drummond Woodsum & MacMahon in
Portland as an associate in the public sector
group. After houls, he can be found playing
dulcimer with the local band Zulu
Leprechauns.
J. Colby Wallace has joined the
Brunswick, Maine ofñce of Eaton Peabody
as an associate, concentrating his practice in
estate planning, cotporate law, municipal
law and land use.
Kathryn Wallace has joined the Law
Office of David E. Hunt in Portland as an
associate.
CORRECTIONS: In the Winter,
2002, edition of Maine Law, we
misspelled the name of Joseph Field'76,
and inadvertently assigned Rosalyne
Bernstein to the Class of 1988, rather
than the Class of 1986. Our apologies go
out to both.
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New Directors - The Jtlton'ing ntenilters of tlrc Lmt, Alutnni Associuriott
were electetl Ío se r,e otl tlte Boarcl of Ditcctors al îlte Antturtl Meeting itl
Ma¡, (fiont le.ft to right): Johtt R. Veilleut '99, Mark G. Lut,oie '78, Jcurct
Vivar Brittt¡n '98, Racltel L. Bouchanl '96, aril AlJred C. Frawle), III '76.
Not picturetl: Hertrl, N. Berr.¡' III '61.
Washington, D.C. - Atunni/ue.joined Deun Klnur¡' antl Director oJ
Alunnti Relatir¡ns & Det,eÌopntettt Jolnt Guntlersdorf at a recepriort irt rlte
oJJìces of Clilfot'tl Clnnce. The recepÍion n,as lnsted b), Dct'id Et,ruts '78.
Shown herc, frotn left: Loralie M. RacklelT, ct t,i.siting .stutlent itt 2000,
Josltutt E. Spooner' 00, Robe rt E. Jones' 9 I, utrcl Antlrev' Stt ungin' 92.
Worcester, Mass. - Barr¡, Bachrach '82 (second front le.[t) hosted ct
group tf Wnte.ste4 MA uluaù/ue at u ltutch in f lte oÍlìce.s of Box'ditclt &
Dewe¡, i77 May. With Bucltrach ate Slrcron P. Seigel '93, Denn Klnur¡', rutd
Btooke P. Skullet' '97
Assoc¡ation Events
2002-03 OffÏcers - The Alanni AssociaÍion Boartl oJ Directors electetl
nex, olJicers at îÌrc Atutuul Meerirrg. Sriluling,ft'ont left to rigltt, are
Presitlerú R¡'art Stirute.for,tl '88 cuttl Vice Presidet¡ Jint Hcuklotv '86. Seuted,
.ftotn left Ío right, orc Past Presicletú Murtlm W. Hotvell '74, Ttectsn'er
Il¡nuníe Burke '90 und Secretut'y Meg Lat,oie '87.
Boston, Mass. - In Mu¡,, ulurnni/ue ttttl Latt, Scttool 
.fucult¡,and stuff
attettletl a tlittner ltosted bl,JayTlteise '70 antl his vife Frurtçoise at tlrcir
ltctnrc in Ne¡,tott. Antortg tlnse útÍetditlg ¡çere Kristtrt Basu '92, Louise
McCarth¡, '92 and Michael Steirùerg '98.
Hartford Conn. - Set,eral alutnni/cte recentl¡, gathet'etl.for latclt nt the
HurtJbrul Club, hostetl b¡'Puul Fottl'78. Sltoy,n ltere,.ftont le.ft, are Deart
Khour¡', Robert Eddl' '69, Robert Nag¡, '72, Virgilía W Br1'urtr '00, furd,
Martha Willctt'tl '86 cutcl Mctxtvell Brunson '98.
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Maine Law, the magazine of the University
of Maine Law Alumni Associatior.r, is pub-
lished three times a year. Issues are sched-
uled for the winter. summer. and fall.
Please send items of interest to Anne
Carnpbell, Coordinator of Alumni
Relations.
We would like to extend our appreciation to
the many people who contributed to this
issteot Maine Loyv.
. Patricia McCanhy, who researched and
wrote many of the articles appearing in
this issue. including the fèature on the
Law School's history.
. David Silsby '58 for allowing us to rcpro-
duce his wonderful watercolors of Law
School buildings.
. Anne Campbell, who prepared the article
on Jack Montgomery "7'7 as well as much
of the Alumni/ae News. She also edited
and proofread much of this isssue.
. Amy Barnes and Leigh Raposo in the
USM Publications Office. They super-
vised the production and graphic design
of the magazine.
. Jessica Demers '04. Gretchen Gast, and
others who assisted with this issue in
many ways.
To Maine Law Alumni/ae and
Friends of Maine Law
Thank you for your feedback and sugges-
tions conceming this publication. Our goal
is to capture all that is special and unique
about the Law School, the fàculty, the stu-
dents, and alumni/ae. You can help through
your letters and e-mails. We hope to hear
tiom you and. when appropriate. we want
to share with our readers your successes
and celebrations. Please write or send an
e-mail to us.
John C. Gundersdorf.
Director of Alumni Relations
University of Maine School of Law
246Deering Avenue
Portland. Maine 04102
Phone: (201)780-4342
E-mail: lawalumni@usm.maine.edu
ne of the Law School's many
is its intimate size, which
allows for greater interaction
with faculty and helps to build a strong
sense of community. It is this sense of
community that many of us remember
and hope to maintain as we move farther
away from graduation day. In the coming
year, my focus with the Alumni
Association Board of Directors will be to
find ways to foster and enhance a strong
sense of community among Maine Law
alumni/ae and the Law School and to
better communicate our strengths and
successes to the wider community. I will
be turning to you for feedback, for new
ideas and the sharing of wisdom and
experience.
A key component of building a strong
community is communication. The
Alumni Association has created a new
Communications Committee to look at
all the ways we communicate, both inter-
nally and externally, as alumni/ae and as
a law school. The Committee is charged
with coming up with a comprehensive
plan, which will include such things as
an alumni,/ae directory, greatel'use of e-
mail, electronic newsletters, an enhanced
Web site, enhancing the role of class
agents, and changes to this magazine.
One of the challenges we face this
year is to continue the successes of past
years in raising funds for the Association
and the Law School. This year's Annual
Fund chair Jim Haddow '86 will lead an
energetic team of alumni,/ae volunteers in
the quest to raise money for scholarships,
public interest fellowships and Alumni
Association activities. The Annual Fund
is a major undertaking, involving class
agents and other alumni/ae, friends, stu-
dents and staff. When asked, please
respond generously so we çan continue
this very impofiant tradition for the Law
School.
I would like to welcome as new direc-
tors of the Alumni Association: Henry
Berry '64, Rachel Bouchard '96, Janet
Vivar Britton '98, Fred Frawley '76,
Mark Lavoie '78 and John Veilleux '99.
On behalf of the Board, I want to thank
the following alumni/ae whose terms
ended recently: Mike CunÌe '80, Lany
Mullen'81, J.T. Mann'94, Louise
McCarthy '92,Donna Ryan '88 and
Têrry Snow'73.
It's going to be an exciting year', and I
look forward to working closely with
directors, staff, and alumnilae to move
the Alumni Association forward. I invite
you to join us on this joumey. Please feel
free to contact me anytime with your
suggestions, ideas and comments. My
e-mail address is
rstinneford @ pierceatwood.com.
-Ryan S. Stinneford'88President
Maine Law Alumni Association
2002 Calendar of Bvents
August 16-17
AUGUST
Class of 1977 25th Reunion, Portland
September 12
September 14
September 17
September 18
September 20
September 26
September 29
SEPTEMBER
Godfrey Scholar-in-Residence Lecture: '6Ethics, Law Firms, and Legal Education"
Professor Milton C. (Mitt) Regan, Jr
Conference and Symposium: 'ol-aw, Labor and Gender"
Sponsored by the Maine School of Law and Maine ktyv Review
Lewiston/Auburn Alumni/ae Luncheon
Alumni Association Board of Directors Meeting
Portland Alumni/ae Cocktail Party
Tech Law Center Lecture: "Fighting Software Piracy in the U.S. andAbroad"
Anwnaríe Levins '83 and Míchael DuBose
Student Bar Association 6th Annual Golf Tournament
October 3
OCTOBER
Edward S. Godfrey Distinguished Visiting Professors Lecture
Professor Robert W. Hamílton
Frank M. Coffin Lecture on Law and Public Service
The Honorable Cruz Reynoso
24th Annual Maine Law Road Race
October 17
October 18
In complying with the letter and spirit of applicable laws and in pursuing its own goals of pluralism, the University of Maine School of Law and the University of
in employment, education and all other areas of the University. The Universìty provides reasonable accommodations to qualified individuals with disabilities upon request.
Questions and complaints about discrimination in any area of the University should be direqted to the USM Campus Compliance Officer, Kathleen Roberts '92, (207)
780-5094; TTY (207 ) 7 80- 5646.
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